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3.4 BITSTREAM paocesses

Before the user information is sent over the air interface, several bit manipula-

tions are performed in the transmitter to increase reliability and security. To the

packet header, an HEC is added, the header bits are scrambled with a whiten-

ing word, and FEC coding is applied. In the receiver, the inverse processes are

carried out. Figure 8.3 an page SE3 shows the processes carried out for the

packet header both at the transmit and the receive side. All header bit pro-

cesses are mandatory.

FEC encodingTX header HEC generation(LSB first)

RF interface

Figure 8.3: Header bit processes.

For the payload, similar processes are performed. It depends on the packet

type, which processes are carried out. i-"igure 8.4 can page shows the pro-

cesses that may be carried out on the payload. In addition to the processes

defined for the packet header, encryption can be applied on the payload. Only

whitening and de-whitening, as explained in fie-::t§<3n ‘i or: page ‘F9, are manda-

tory for every payload; all other processes are optional and depend on the

packet type and the mode enabied. In Fég=..=re 8.4 an E36, optional pro-

cesses are indicated by dashed blocks.

I

TX payIoad—:-‘CRO generation'—3-E encryption
(1.53 firsl) '

RF Interface

5 1 1 1 — — 1 1

RX payIoad«u:—‘ CRC checking E-z—: decryption : decoding._ .. .. . .. I .. _. .. ._ .. I

Figure 8.4: Payload bitprocesses.
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9 TRANSMITIRECEIVE TIMING

The Bluetooth transceiver applies a time-division duplex (TDD) scheme. This

means that it altemately transmits and receives in a synchronous manner. It

depends on the mode of the Bluetooth unit what the exact timing of the TDD

scheme is. In the normal connection mode, the master transmission shat! always

start at even numbered time siots (master Ci_K1=0) and the stave transmission

shaft always start at odd numbered time slots (master Ci_K1=1). Due to packet

types that cover more than a single slot, master transmission may continue in odd

numbered slots and slave transmission may oontinue in even numbered slots.

All timing diagrams shown in this chapter are based on the signals as present at

the antenna. The term "exact" when used to describe timing refers to an ideal

transmission or reception and neglects timing jitter and clock frequency imperfec-
tions.

The average timing of master packet transmission must not drift faster than

20 ppm relative to the ideal slot timing of 625 ps. The instantaneous timing

must not deviate more than 1 ps from the average timing. Thus, the absolute

packet transmission timing I‘. of slot boundary .r’( must fulfill the equation:

A

F‘. = [Z0 iu’,.}T__V Ijk i oITsct, (l-ZQ I)i=l

where TN is the nominal slot length (625 ps). I‘. denotesjitter (|;‘,_,| 5 I ps) at

slot boundary ii’, and, dk, denotes the drift (ldkl 5 20 ppm) within slot i(. The jit-

ter and drift may vary arbitrarily within the given limits for every slot, while “off-

set" is an arbitrary but fixed constant. For hold. park and sniff mode the drift

and jitter parameters as described in Link Mae-tsger F*i‘(}tCs-::£3i Eisction 3.9 on

page apply.

9.1 MASTERISLAVE TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION

The piconet is synchronized by the system clock of the master. The master never

adjusts its system ctock during the existence of the piconet: it keeps an exact inter-

val of Mx625 us (where M is an even. positive integer larger than 0) between con-

secutive transmissions. The slaves adapt their native clocks with a timing offset in

order to match the master clock. This offset is updated each time a packet is

received from the master: by comparing the exact RX timing of the received packet

with the estimated RX timing, the staves correct the offset for any timing misalign-

ments. Note that the slave RX timing can be corrected with any packet sent in the

master-to-slave slot, since only the channei access code is required to synchronize
the slave.

The slave TX timing shall be based on the most recent slave RX timing. The RX

timing is based on the latest successful trigger during a master-to-slave slot. For

ACL links. this trigger must have occurred in the master-to-slave siot directly pre-
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ceding the current slave transmission; for SCO links, the trigger may have
occurred several master-to-slave slots before since a slave is allowed to send an

SCO packet even if no packet was received in the preceding master-to-slave slot.

The slave shall be able to receive the packets and adjust the RX timing as long as

the timing mismatch remains within the ill} us uncertainty window.

Baseband Specification

The master TX timing is strictly related to the master c|ock.The master shall keep

an exact interval of Mx1250 us (where M is a positive integer larger than 0)

between the start of successive transmissions; the RX timing is based on this TX

timing with a shift of exactly Nx625 us (where N is an odd. positive integer larger

than 0). During the master RX cycle, the master will also use the $101.1 uncertainty

window to allow for slave misalignments. The master will adjust the RX processing

of the considered packet accordingly, but will not adjust its RXITX timing for the fol-

lowing TX and RX cycles.

Timing behaviour may differ slightly depending on the current state of the unit.
The different states are described in the next sections.

9.2 CONNECTION STATE

In the connection mode, the Bluetooth transceiver transmits and receives alter-

nately, see $3 er: page 88 and Fig_3:_ire on page 89. In the figures,

only single-slot packets are shown as an example. Depending on the type and

the payload length, the packet size can be up to 366 ps. Each RX and TX

transmission is at a different hop frequency. For multi-slot packets. several

slots are covered by the same packet, and the hop frequency used in the first

slot will be used throughout the transmission.

RX slat TX slot

hop g{2m+‘l) hop g{2m+2)

5 E t‘lCl|.rs

Figure 9.1.’ RX/TX cycle of Bluetooth master transceiver in normal mode for single-slot
packets.
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TX slut

hop g[2m+'i)

RX slot

h op g(2m + 2}

Figure 9.2: RX’/TX cycie of Biueroofh siave transceiver in nonnai mode for single-siof packets.

The master TX/RX timing is shown in Figure 9.1 on page SE5. In figures 9.1

through 9.6, f(k) is used for the frequencies of the page hopping sequence and

f(k) denotes the corresponding page response sequence frequencies. The

channel hopping frequencies are indicated by g(m). After transmission, a return

packet is expected Nx625 ps after the start of the TX burst where N is an odd,

positive integer. N depends on the type of the transmitted packet. To allow for

some time slipping, an uncertainty window is defined around the exact receive

timing. During normal operation, the window length is 20 ps, which allows the

RX burst to arrive up to 10 1.15 too early or 10 ps too late. During the beginning

of the RX cycle, the access correlator searches for the correct channel access

code over the uncertainty window. If no trigger event occurs, the receiver goes

to sleep until the next RX event. If in the course of the search, it becomes

apparent that the correlation output will never exceed the final threshold, the

receiver may go to sleep earlier. If a trigger event does occur, the receiver

remains open to receive the rest of the packet.

The current master transmission is based on the previous master transmission:

it is scheduled |Vlx1250ps after the start of the previous master TX burst where

M depends on the transmitted and received packet type. Note that the master

TX timing is not affected by time drifts in the slave(s). If no transmission takes

place during a number of consecutive slots, the master will take the TX timing
of the latest TX burst as reference.

The s|ave's transmission is scheduled Nx625ps after the start of the s|ave's RX

burst. If the slaves RX timing drifts, so will its TX timing. If no reception takes

place during a number of consecutive slots, the slave will take the RX timing of
the latest RX burst as reference.

TransmitiReceive 1”iming 29 November 1999
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9.3 RETURN FROM HOLD MODE

In the connection state, the Bluetooth unit can be placed in a hold mode, see

Section ‘$9.85 on page ‘H2. In the hold mode, a Bluetooth transceiver neither

transmits nor receives information. When returning to the normal operation

after a hold mode in a slave Bluetooth unit, the slave must listen for the master

before it may send information. In that case, the search window in the slave

unit may be increased from ill} us to a larger value X us as illustrated in §i‘ig-are

on 90. Note that only RX hop frequencies are used: the hop fre-

quency used in the master-to—s|ave (RX) slot is also used in the uncertainty

window extended into the preceding time interval normally used for the slave-

to-master (TX) slot.

If the search window exceeds 625 us, consecutive windows shall not be cen-

tered at the start of RX hops g(2m), g(2m+2), g(2m+2i) (where ‘i’ is an inte-

ger), but at g(2m), g(2m+4), g(2m+4i), or even at g(2m), g(2m+6],

...g(2m+6i) etc. to avoid overlapping search windows. The RX hop frequencies

used shall correspond to the RX slot numbers.

It is recommended that single slot packets are used upon return from hold to

minimize the synchronization time, especially after long hold periods that

require search windows exceeding 625 us.

Estimated start of master TX

hop g[2m+2}

Figure 9.3: RX timing of stave returning from hoid state.

9.4 PARK MODE WAKE-UP

The park mode is similar to the hold mode. A parked slave periodically wakes

up to listen to beacons from the master and to re-synchronize its clock offset.

As in the return from hold mode. a parked slave when waking up may increase

the search window from ill) us to a larger value X us as illustrated in Figure

3.24: on :3-age tit‘).
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9.5 PAGE STATE

In the page state. the master transmits the device access code (ID packet) cor-

responding to the stave to be connected, rapidly on a large number of different
hop frequencies. Since the ID packet is a very short packet, the hop rate can

be increased from 1600 hopsis to 3200 hopsis. In a single TX slot interval, the

paging master transmits on two different hop frequencies. In a single RX slot
interval, the paging transceiver listens on two different hop frequencies; see

Figgtire on page at. During the TX slot, the paging unit sends an ID packet
at the TX hop frequencies f(k) and iik-I-1). In the RX slot, it listens for a

response on the corresponding RX hop frequencies f’(k) and f’(k+1). The lis-
tening periods are exactly timed 625 ps after the corresponding paging pack-

ets, and include a iii} ps uncertainty window.

TX slot RX slot TX slot
I

I
hcip rm hop f{k+1) hop f‘(k+1] heI

EI E6BpsI

f(k+2) hop f(k+3}

E............... E'.'.'.'.'.‘ZZ'.'.'.‘2I'.'.'.'

____;D_____

Figure 9.4: RX/TX cycie of Biuetooth transceiver in PAGE mode.

9.6 FHS PACKET

At connection setup and during a master-slave switch, an FHS packet is trans-

ferred from the master to the slave. This packet will establish the timing and

frequency synchronization (see also Section -4.4.1.4 on page 58). After the
slave unit has received the page message, it will return a response message
which again consists of the ID packet and follows exactly 625 ps after the

receipt of the page message. The master will send the FHS packet in the TX
slot following the RX slot in which it received the slave response, according the

RXJTX timing of the master. The time difference between the response and
FHS message will depend on the timing of the page message the slave

received. In Figure 54.5 an 5.:-age $32, the slave receives the paging message
sent first in the master-to-slave slot. It will then respond with an ID packet in

the first half of the slave-to-master slot. The timing of the FHS packet is based

on the timing of the page message sent first in the preceding master-to-slave
slot: there is an exact 1250 ps deiay between the first page message and the

FHS packet. The packet is sent at the hop frequency f(k+1) which is the hop
frequency foilowing the hop frequency f(ir) the page message was received in.

In Ftgtire $3.8 on {$2, the slave receives the paging message sent sec-
ondly in the master-to-slave slot. It will then respond with an ID packet in the

TransmiUReceive 1”iming 29 November ‘I999
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second half of the slave-to-master slot exactly 625 as after the receipt of the
page message. The timing of the FHS packet is still based on the timing of the

page message sent first in the preceding master-to-slave slot: there is an
exact 1250 3.13 delay between the firs’: page message and the FHS packet. The

packet is sent at the hop frequency f(k+2) which is the hop frequency following
the hop frequency f(i<+1) the page message was received in.

mater-to-slave slot slave-to-I11asler slat rnasIer—loalave slotI I
I I
l I

mfp me) hop f[k+1} ho]: t‘{k} hop 'f[k+1}
I II

Figure 9.5: Timing of FHS packet on successfui page in first haif sioi‘.

master-to-slave slot slave-to-master slot master-to-slave slotI I
I II I

hclp ttk} hop flk-I-1}: niup rm hop f‘(K+1} hop rII<+2}I
II

;I E68115

_________E__.I______________3:1 ii

Figure 9.6: Timing of FHS packet on successiui page in second haif sic.-t.
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The stave will adjust its RXITX timing according to the reception of the FHS

packet (and not according to the reception of the page message). That is, the

second response message that acknowledges the reception ofthe FHS packet

is transmitted 625 ps after the start of the FHS packet.

9.7 MULTI-SLAVE OPERATION

As was mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the master always starts the
transmission in the even-numbered slots whereas the slaves start their trans-

mission in the odd-numbered slots. This means that the timing of the master

and the s|ave(s) is shifted by one slot (625 us), see F5-gore on page 933.

Only the slave that is addressed by its AM_ADDR can return a packet in the

next slave-to-master slot. If no valid AM_ADDR is received, the slave may only

respond if it concerns its reserved SCO slave-to-master slot. In case of a

broadcast message, no slave is allowed to return a packet (an exception is

found in the access window for access requests in the park mode, see é3e=:;i§o:'i

t{}.E3.»'i- on page TE5).

Figure 9. 7.’ RX/TX timing in muiti-stave configuration
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10 CHAN N EL CONTROL

10.1 SCOPE

This section describes how the channel of a piconet is established and how

units can be added to and released from the piconet. Several states of opera-

tion of the Bluetooth units are defined to support these functions. In addition,

the operation of severai piconets sharing the same area, the so-called scatter-

net, is discussed. A special section is attributed to the Bluetooth clock which

plays a major role in the FH synchronization.

10.2 MASTER-SLAVE DEFINITION

The channel in the pioonet is characterized entirely by the master of the picc-

net. The Bluetooth device address (BD_ADDR) of the master determines the

FH hopping sequence and the channel access code; the system clock of the

master determines the phase in the hopping sequence and sets the timing. In

addition, the master controls the traffic on the channel by a polling scheme.

By definition, the master is represented by the Bluetooth unit that initiates the

connection (to one or more slave units). Note that the names ‘master' and

‘slave’ only refer to the protocol on the channel: the Bluetooth units themselves

are identical; that is, any unit can become a master of a piconet. Once a picc-

net has been established, master-slave roles can be exchanged. This is

described in more detail in ffisctiort 13.9.3 on ‘€23.

10.3 BLUETOOTH CLOCK

Every Bluetooth unit has an internal system clock which determines the timing

and hopping of the transceiver. The Bluetooth clock is derived from a free run-

ning native clock which is never adjusted and is never turned off. For synchro-

nization with other units, only offsets are used that, added to the native clock,

provide temporary Bluetooth clocks which are mutually synchronized. It should

be noted that the Bluetooth clock has no relation to the time of day; it can there-

fore be initialized at any value. The Bluetooth clock provides the heart beat of

the Bluetooth transceiver. Its resolution is at least half the TX or RX slot length,

or 312.5 us. The clock has a cycle of about a day. If the clock is implemented

with a counter, a 28-bit counter is required that wraps around at 223-1. The LSB
ticks in units of 312.5 us, giving a clock rate of 3.2 kHz.

The timing and the frequency hopping on the channet of a piconet is deter-

mined by the Bluetooth clock of the master. When the piconet is established,
the master ciock is communicated to the slaves. Each slave adds an offset to

its native clock to be synchronized to the master clock. Since the clocks are

free-running, the offsets have to be updated reguiarly.

Channel Control 29 November 1999
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The clock determines critical periods and triggers the events in the Bluetooth

receiver. Four periods are important in the Bluetooth system: 312.5 us, 625 ps,

1.25 ms, and 1.28 s; these periods correspond to the timer bits CLK0, CLK1,

CLK2, and CLK12, respectively, see ‘t{3.‘i -on page 95. Master-to-slave

transmission starts at the even-numbered slots when CLK0 and CLK1 are both
zero.

IEIEIEIEIIIHIIHEIIIEI

Figure 10.1: Biuetooth ciock.

In the different modes and states a Bluetooth unit can reside in, the clock has

different appearances:

- CLKN

- CLKE

- CLK master clock

native ctock

estimated clock

CLKN is the free-running native clock and is the reference to all other clock

appearances. In states with high activity, the native clock is driven by the refer-

ence crystal oscillator with worst case accuracy of +i-20ppm. In the low power

states, like STANDBY, HOLD, PARK, the native clock may be driven by a low

power oscillator (LPO) with relaxed accuracy (+i-250ppm).

CLKE and CLK are derived from the reference CLKN by adding an offset.

CLKE is a clock estimate a paging unit makes of the native clock of the recipi-

ent; i.e. an offset is added to the CLKN of the pager to approximate the CLKN

of the recipient, see f~"ig=.sre “l=’.':.:l_* on page ‘Eu’. By using the CLKN of the recipi-

ent, the pager speeds up the connection establishment.

CLK is the master clock of the piconet. It is used for all timing and scheduling

activities in the piconet. All Bluetooth devices use the CLK to schedule their

transmission and reception. The CLK is derived from the native clock CLKN by

adding an offset, see 5-Tigture 30.3 on page 9?‘. The offset is zero for the master

since CLK is identical to its own native clock CLKN. Each slave adds an appro-

priate offset to its CLKN such that the CLK corresponds to the CLKN of the

master. Although all CLKNS in the Bluetooth devices run at the same nominal
rate, mutual drift causes inaccuracies in CLK. Therefore, the offsets in the

slaves must be regulariy updated such that CLK is approximately CLKN of the
master.
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CLKE = CLKN (recipient)

Estimated offset

Figure 10.2.’ Derivation of CLKE

CLKN(master) CLK CLKN{s|a\re)

Figure 10.3.’ Derivation of CLK in master (a) and in slave (b).

10.4 OVERVIEW OF STATES

3‘-':gure 153.4 or: sage 98 shows a state diagram illustrating the different states

used in the Bluetooth link controller. There are two major states: STANDBY

and CONNECTION; in addition, there are seven substates. page, page scan,

inquiry, inquiry scan, master response, slave response, and inquiry

response. The substates are interim states that are used to add new slaves to

a piconet. To move from one state to the other, either commands from the Blue-

tooth link manager are used, or internal signals in the link controller are used

(such as the trigger signal from the correlator and the timeout signals).

Channel Control 29 November 1999
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master

response

slave inq u iry
response response

Figure 10.4: State diagram of Biuetooth iink controller.

10.5 STANDBY STATE

The STANDBY state is the default state in the Bluetooth unit. In this state, the

Bluetooth unit is in a low-power mode. Only the native clock is running at the

accuracy of the LPO (or better).

The controller may leave the STANDBY state to scan for page or inquiry mes-

sages, or to page or inquiry itself. When responding to a page message, the
unit will not return to the STANDBY state but enter the CONNECTION state as

a slave. When carrying out a successful page attempt, the unit will enter the
CONNECTION state as a master. The intervals with which Scan activities can

be carried out are discussed in Siersti-on. on page and 53s::tir:an 1G.?‘.2

Gt‘: 1033.
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10.6 ACCESS PROCEDURES

10.6.1 General

In order to establish new connections the procedures inquiry and paging are

used. The inquiry procedure enables a unit to discover which units are in

range, and what their device addresses and ciocks are. With the paging proce-

dure, an actual connection can be established. Only the Bluetooth device

address is required to set up a connection. Knowledge about the clock will

accelerate the setup procedure. A unit that establishes a connection will carry

out a page procedure and will automatically be the master of the connection.

In the paging and inquiry procedures, the device access code (DAC) and the

inquiry access code (IAC) are used, respectively. A unit in the page scan or

inquiry scan substate correlates against these respective access codes with a

matching correlator.

For the paging process, several paging schemes can be applied. There is one

mandatory paging scheme which has to be supported by each Bluetooth

device. This mandatory scheme is used when units meet for the first time, and

in case the paging process directly follows the inquiry process. Two units, once

connected using a mandatory pagingiscanning scheme, may agree on an

optional paging.-‘scanning scheme. Optional paging schemes are discussed in

“Ap;.ien~:ii.x \«’ii''’ on page In the current chapter, only the mandatory paging
scheme is considered.

10.6.2 Page scan

In the page scan substate, a unit listens for its own device access code for the

duration of the scan window Tw page Scan. During the scan window, the unit lis-
tens at a single hop frequency, its correlator matched to its device access

code. The scan window shall be long enough to completely scan 16 page fre-

quencies.

When a unit enters the page scan substate, it selects the scan frequency

according to the page hopping sequence corresponding to this unit, see Sec-

tion ’i’i.3.'i on page ‘$35. This is a 32-hop sequence (or a 16-hop sequence in

case ofa reduced-hop system) in which each hop frequency is unique. The

page hopping sequence is determined by the unit's Bluetooth device address

(BD_ADDR). The phase in the sequence is determined by CLKN1542 of the

unit’s native clock (CLKN1542 in case of a reduced-hop system); that is, every

1.288 a different frequency is selected.

If the correlator exceeds the trigger threshold during the page scan, the unit

will enter the slave response substate, which is described in E3-:-ectitsn t{}.£:i.4t.1

on page ‘€055.
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The page scan substate can be entered from the STANDBY state or the CON-

NECTION state. in the STANDBY state, no connection has been established

and the unit can use all the capacity to carry out the page scan. Before enter-

ing the page scan substate from the CONNECTION state, the unit preferably

reserves as much capacity for scanning. If desired, the unit may place ACL
connections in the HOLD mode or even use the PARK mode. see Siection

‘$08.3 on page we and Eéscticn 38.8.4 on page ‘t’ti:'s. SCO connections are

preferably not interrupted by the page scan. In this case, the page scan may

be interrupted by the reserved SCO slots which have higher priority than the

page scan. SCO packets should be used requiring the least amount of capac—

ity (HV3 packets). The scan window shall be increased to minimize the setup

delay. If one SCO link is present using HV3 packets and T3C0=6 slots, a total

scan window Tw page scan of at least 36 slots (22.5ms) is recommended; if two
SCO links are present using HV3 packets and T3CO=6 slots, a total scan win-

dow of at least 54 slots (33.75ms) is recommended.

The scan interval Tpage Scan is defined as the interval between the beginnings
of two consecutive page scans. A distinction is made between the case where

the scan interval is equal to the scan window Tw page scan (continuous scan),
the scan interval is maximal 1.283, or the scan interval is maximal 2.563. These

three cases determine the behavior of the paging unit; that is, whether the pag~

ing unit shall use R0, R1 or R2, see also Secténn ’il}.§.3 en page 101.

Tatsie €03? illustrates the relationship between Tpage Scan and modes R0, R1
and R2. Although scanning in the R0 mode is continuous, the scanning may be

interrupted by for example reserved SCO slots. The scan interval information is

included in the SR field in the FHS packet.
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During page scan the Bluetooth unit may choose to use an optional scanning

scheme. (An exception is the page scan after returning an inquiry response

message. See Section ‘i0.?’.»=i on page ttt for details.)

1-page scan

contin uous

s 1 .285

5 2.565

Table 10. 1: Reiarionship between scan interval, (rain repetition, and paging modes R0, R’! and R2.

10.6.3 Page

The page substate is used by the master (source) to activate and connect to a

slave (destination) which periodically wakes up in the page scan substate. The

master tries to capture the slave by repeatedly transmitting the s|ave's device

access code (DAG) in different hop channels. Since the Bluetooth clocks of the

master and the slave are not synchronized, the master does not know exactly

when the stave wakes up and on which hop frequency. Therefore, it transmits a

train of identical DACs at different hop frequencies, and listens in between the

transmit intervals until it receives a response from the slave.

The page procedure in the master consists of a number of steps. First, the

s|ave's device address is used to determine the page hopping sequence, see

Section 11 on page ‘:35. This is the sequence the master will use to reach

the slave. For the phase in the sequence, the master uses an estimate of the

s|ave's clock. This estimate can for example be derived from timing information

that was exchanged during the last encounter with this particular device (which

could have acted as a master at that time), or from an inquiry procedure. With

this estimate CLKE of the s|ave's Bluetooth clock, the master can predict when

the slave wakes up and on which hop channel.

The estimate of the Bluetooth clock in the slave can be completely wrong.

Although the master and the slave use the same hopping sequence, they use

different phases in the sequence and will never meet each other. To compen-

sate for the clock drifts, the master will send its page message during a short

time interval on a number of wake-up frequencies. It will in fact transmit also on

hop frequenciesjust before and after the current, predicted hop frequency.

During each TX slot, the master sequentially transmits on two different hop fre-

quencies. Since the page message is the ID packet which is only 68 bits in

length, there is ample of time (224.5 ps minimal) to switch the synthesizer. In

the following RX slot, the receiver will listen sequentially to two corresponding

RX hops for ID packet. The RX hops are selected according to the

page_response hopping sequence. The page_response hopping sequence is

strictly related to the page hopping sequence; that is: for each page hop there

is a corresponding page_response hop. The RXiTX timing in the page sub-
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state has been described in Section 9, see also Figure 9.4 on page 91. In the

next TX slot, it will transmit on two hop frequencies different from the former

ones. The synthesizer hop rate is increased to 3200 hopsis.

A distinction must be made between the 79-hop systems and the 23-hop sys-

tems. First the 79-hop systems are considered. With the increased hopping

rate as described above, the transmitter can cover 16 different hop frequencies

in 16 slots or 10 ms. The page hopping sequence is divided over two paging

trains A and B of 16 frequencies. Train A includes the 18 hop frequencies sur-

rounding the current, predicted hop frequency f(k}, where k is determined by

the clock estimate CLKE1342. So the first train consists of hops

f(k-8), f(k-?),...,f(k)....,f(k+7)

When the difference between the Bluetooth clocks of the master and the slave

is between ~8x1.28 s and +7x1.28 s, one of the frequencies used by the master

will be the hop frequency the siave will listen to. However, since the master

does not know when the slave will enter the page scan substate, he has to

repeat this train A Npage times or until a response is obtained. If the slave scan
interval corresponds to R1, the repetition number is at least 128; if the slave

scan interval corresponds to R2, the repetition number is at least 256.

Note that CLKE1542 changes every 1.28 s; therefore, every 1.28 s, the trains

will include different frequencies of the page hopping set.

When the difference between the Bluetooth clocks of the master and the slave

is less than -8x1.28 s or larger than +7x1.28 s, more distant hops must be

probed. Since in total, there are only 32 dedicated wake-up hops, the more dis-

tant hops are the remaining hops not being probed yet. The remaining 16 hops

are used to form the new 10 ms train B. The second train consists of hops

f(k-16), f(k-15),....f(k-9),f(k+8)...,f(k+15)

Train B is repeated for Npage times. If still no response is obtained, the first train

A is tried again Npage times. Alternate use of train A and train B is continued
until a response is received or the timeout pageTO is exceeded. If during one

of the listening occasions, a response is returned by the slave, the master unit

enters the master response substate.

The description for paging and page scan procedures given here has been tai-

Iored towards the 79-hop systems used in the US and Europe. For the 23-hop

systems as used in Japan and some European countries, the procedure is

slightly different. In the 23-hop case, the length of the page hopping sequence

is reduced to 16. As a consequence, there is only a single train (train A) includ-

ing all the page hopping frequencies. The phase to the page hopping

sequence is not CLKE1542 but CLKE1542. An estimate of the slaves clock
does not have to be made.

The page substate can be entered from the STANDBY state or the CONNEC-
TION state. In the STANDBY state, no connection has been established and
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the unit can use all the capacity to carry out the page. Before entering the page

substate from the CONNECTION state, the unit shall free as much capacity as

possible for scanning. To ensure this, it is recommended that the ACL connec-

tions are put on hold or park. However, the SCO connections shall not be dis-

turbed by the page. This means that the page will be interrupted by the

reserved SCO slots which have higher priority than the page. In order to obtain

as much capacity for paging. it is recommended to use the SCO packets which

use the least amount of capacity (HV3 packets). If SCO links are present, the

repetition number Npage of a single train shall be increased, see T.=.=t;ie:
Here it has been assumed that the HV3 packet are used with an interval

T5C0=6 slots, which would correspond to a 64 kbis voice link.

Baseband Specification

no SCO link one SCO link

(HV3) two sco links (HV3)

Tabie 10.2: Relationship between train repetition. and paging modes R0, R1 and R2 when
SCO links are present.

The construction of the page train is independent on the presence of SCO

links; that is, SCO packets are sent on the reserved slots but do not affect the

hop frequencies used in the unreserved slots, see Figure ‘l£1.:*:1 on page 193.

1Dn1s train

I I I |' I I I '1 I

11,12|13.14 7,3 |s.m | 3; ';=]13,1n|1s,16 '-=

Figure 10.5: Conventional page (a), page white one SCO link present (b). page while two SCO
links present ('0).

For the descriptions of optional paging schemes see “.3-Kpp-endix Vii" on

p-a_c_;t-1 S399.
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10.6.4 Page response procedures

When a page message is successfully received by the slave, there is a coarse

FH synchronization between the master and the slave. Both the master and the

slave enter a response routine to exchange vital information to continue the

connection setup. Important for the piconet connection is that both Bluetooth

units use the same channel access code, use the same channel hopping

sequence, and that their clocks are synchronized. These parameters are

derived from the master unit. The unit that initializes the connection (starts pag-

ing) is defined as the master unit (which is thus only valid during the time the

piconet exists). The channel access code and channel hopping sequence are

derived from the Bluetooth device address (BD_ADDR) of the master. The tim-

ing is determined by the master clock. An offset is added to the s|ave’s native

clock to temporarily synchronize the slave clock to the master clock. At start-

up, the master parameters have to be transmitted from the master to the slave.

The messaging between the master and the slave at start-up will be consid-
ered in this section.

The initial messaging between master and slave is shown in Table 10.3 an

page 3:134 and in triggers ‘silt? no page 1135 and Figisre “$0.? Qt‘! p:»3ge €05. In

those two figures frequencies f (k), f(k+1), etc. are the frequencies of the page

hopping sequence determined by the s|ave‘s BD_ADDR. The frequencies f'(k).

f'(k+1), etc. are the corresponding page_response frequencies (slave-to-mas-

ter). The frequencies g(m) belong to the channel hopping sequence.

Hopping Access Code
Message Direction Sequence and Clock

slave ID master to slave page slave

slave ID slave to master page slave
response

FHS master to slave page slave

slave ID slave to master page slave
response

5 1st packet master master to slave channel master

8 1st packet slave slave to master channel master

Table 10.3: initial messaging during start-up.

In step 1 (see ‘iabte 10.3 on page 3534), the master unit is in page substate and

the slave unit in the page scan substate. Assume in this step that the page

message (= s|ave's device access code) sent by the master reaches the slave.

On recognizing its device access code, the slave enters the slave response in

step 2. The master waits for a reply from the slave and when this arrives in step

2, it wit! enter the master response in step 3. Note that during the initial mes-

sage exchange, all parameters are derived from the slaves BD_ADDR, and

that only the page hopping and page_response hopping sequences are used
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(which are also derived from the s|ave's BD_ADDR). Note that when the mas-

ter and slave enter the response states, their clock input to the page and

page_response hop selection is frozen as is described in Section 11.3.3 or:

page 136.

step 1 step 2 step 4 step 5 step 6

:f(k) r(i<+1):

maven H '
PAGE

I I
I I'(k)

step ‘I step 2 step 3 step 4

:f(k) f(k+1) : :f(k+2)

MASTERH '
I PAGEI
I

I I

,REsl=oNsE. ‘RESPONSE, ,1st TRAFFIC,I I I I I
3*

page hopping sequence channel hopping sequence

Figure 10. 7: Messaging at initiai connection when siave responds to second page message.

10. 6.4. 1 Siave response

After having received its own device access code in step 1, the slave unit trans-

mits a response message in step 2. This response message again only con-

sists of the s|ave's device access code. The slave will transmit this response

625 |.1S after the beginning of the received page message (slave ID packet) and

at the response hop frequency that corresponds to the hop frequency in which

the page message was received. The slave transmission is therefore time
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aligned to the master transmission. During initial messaging, the slave still

uses the page response hopping sequence to return information to the master.

The clock input CLKN1542 is frozen at the value it had at the time the page

message was received.

Baseband Specification

After having sent the response message, the s|ave's receiver is activated

(312.5 ps after the start of the response message) and awaits the arrival of a

FHS packet. Note that a FHS packet can already arrive 312.5 ps after the

arrival of the page message as shown in Fig=.sre ’i{3.'i’ on page ‘itiffi, and not

after 625 us as is usually the case in the RXITX timing. More details about the

timing can be found in fzlectirsn an page 91.

If the setup fails before the CONNECTION state has been reached, the follow-

ing procedure is carried out. The slave will keep listening as long as no FHS

packet is received until page-respTO is exceeded. Every 1.25 ms, however, it

will select the next master-to-slave hop frequency according to the page hop

sequence. If nothing is received after pagerespTO, the slave returns back to

the page scan substate for one scan period. Length of the scan period

depends on the SCO slots present. If no page message is received during this

additional scan period, the slave will resume scanning at its regular scan inter-

val and return to the state it was in prior to the first page scan state.

lfa FHS packet is received by the slave in the slave response substate, the

slave returns a response (s|ave's device access code only) in step 4 to

acknowledge the reception of the FHS packet (still using the page response

hopping sequence). The transmission of this response packet is based on the

reception of the FHS packet. Then the slave changes to the channel (master's)

access code and clock as received from the FHS packet. Only the 26 |'v1SBs of

the master clock are transferred: the timing is assumed such that CLK1 and

CLK0 are both zero at the time the FHS packet was received as the master

transmits in even slots only. From the master clock in the FHS packet, the off-
set between the master's clock and the s|ave's clock is determined and

reported to the slave-‘s link manager.

Finally, the slave enters the CONNECTION state in step 5. From then on, the

slave will use the master's clock and the master BD_ADDR to determine the

channel hopping sequence and the channel access code. The connection

mode starts with a POLL packet transmitted by the master. The slave responds

with any type of packet. If the POLL packet is not received by the slave, or the

response packet is not received by the master, within newconnectionTO num-

ber of slots after FHS packet acknowledgement, the master and the stave will

return to page and page scan substates, respective|y.See E3~e(:ticn 10.8 mi

page 3'?
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10.6.4.2 Master response

When the master has received a response message from the slave in step 2, it

will enter the master response routine. It freezes the current clock input to the

page hop selection scheme. Then the master will transmit a FHS packet in step

3 containing the master's real-time Bluetooth clock, the master‘s 48-bit

BD_ADDR address. the BCH parity bits, and the class of device. The FHS

packet contains all information to construct the channel access code without

requiring a mathematical derivation from the master device address. The FHS

packet is transmitted at the beginning of the master-to-slave slot following the

slot in which the slave has responded. So the TX timing of the FHS is not

based on the reception of the response packet from the slave. The FHS packet

may therefore be sent 312.5 us after the reception of the response packet like

shown in Fsgure '39.?’ on page 305 and not 625 us after the received packet as

is usual in the RXITX timing, see also Seetiort 9.8 on page 91.

After the master has sent its FHS packet, it waits for a second response from

the slave in step 4 which acknowledges the reception of the FHS packet. Again

this is only the s|ave's device access code. If no response is received, the mas-

ter retransmits the FHS packet, but with an updated clock and still using the

s|ave's parameters. It wiil retransmit (the clock is updated every retransmis-

sion) until a second slave response is received, or the timeout of pagerespTO

is exceeded. In the latter case, the master turns back to the page substate and

sends an error message to the link manager. During the retransmissions of the

FHS packet. the master keeps using the page hopping sequence.

If the slaves response is indeed received. the master changes to the master

parameters. so the channel access code and the master clock. The lower clock

bits CLK0 and CLK1 are zero at the start of the FHS packet transmission and

are not included in the FHS packet. Finally, the master enters the CONNEC-

TION state in step 5. The master BD_ADDR is used to change to a new hop-

ping sequence, the channei hopping sequence. The channel hopping

sequence uses all 79 hop channels in a (pseudo) random fashion. see also

Section ‘H .313 The master can now send its first traffic packet in

a hop determined with the new (master) parameters. This first packet will be a

POLL packet. See Section on page 1'32.

The master can now send its first traffic packet in a hop determined with the

new (master) parameters. The first packet in this state is a POLL packet sent

by the master. This packet will be sent within newconnectionTO number of

slots after reception of the FHS packet acknowledgement. The slave will

respond with any type of packet. If the POLL packet is not received by the

slave or the POLL packet response is not received by the master within new-

connectionTO number of slots, the master and the slave will return to page and

page scan substates, respectively.
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10.? INQUIRY PROCEDURES

10.7.1 General

In the Bluetooth system, an inquiry procedure is defined which is used in appli-
cations where the destination's device address is unknown to the source. One

can think of public facilities like printers or facsimile machines, or access points

to a LAN. Alternatively, the inquiry procedure can be used to discover which

other Bluetooth units are within range. During an inquiry substate, the discov-

ering unit collects the Bluetooth device addresses and clocks of all units that

respond to the inquiry message. It can then, if desired. make a connection to

any one of them by means of the previously described page procedure.

The inquiry message broadcasted by the source does not contain any informa-

tion about the source. However, it may indicate which class of devices should

respond. There is one general inquiry access code (GIAC) to inquire for any

Bluetooth device, and a number of dedicated inquiry access codes (DIAC) that

only inquire for a certain type of devices. The inquiry access codes are derived
from reserved Bluetooth device addresses and are further described in

Section 4.2.1.

A unit that wants to discover other Bluetooth units enters an inquiry substate.

In this substate, it continuously transmits the inquiry message (which is the ID

packet, see f~."£ec’z.ion r-3.4.1.‘? page 55) at different hop frequencies. The

inquiry hop sequence is always derived from the LAP of the GIAC. Thus, even

when DIACS are used, the applied hopping sequence is generated from the

GIAC LAP. A unit that allows itself to be discovered, regularly enters the

inquiry scan substate to respond to inquiry messages. The following sections

describe the message exchange and contention resolution during inquiry

response. The inquiry response is optional: a unit is not forced to respond to an

inquiry message.
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1lJ.?.2 Inquiry scan

The inquiry scan substate is very similar to the page scan substate. However,

instead of scanning for the unit's device access code, the receiver scans for the

inquiry access code long enough to completely scan for 16 inquiry frequencies.

The length of this scan period is denoted Tw_i,.,qUi,y_SCan. The scan is performed
at a single hop frequency. As in the page procedure, the inquiry procedure

uses 32 dedicated inquiry hop frequencies according to the inquiry hopping

sequence. These frequencies are determined by the general inquiry address.

The phase is determined by the native clock of the unit carrying out the inquiry

scan; the phase changes every 1.285.

instead or in addition to the general inquiry access code, the unit may scan for

one or more dedicated inquiry access codes. However, the scanning will follow

the inquiry hopping sequence which is determined by the general inquiry

address. If an inquiry message is recognized during an inquiry wake-up period,

the Bluetooth unit enters the inquiry response substate.

The inquiry scan substate can be entered from the STANDBY state or the

CONNECTION state. In the STANDBY state, no connection has been estab-

lished and the unit can use all the capacity to carry out the inquiry scan.

Before entering the inquiry scan substate from the CONNECTION state, the

unit preferably reserves as much capacity as possible for scanning. If desired,

the unit may place ACL connections in the HOLD mode or even use the PARK

mode, see S?>-er;tiort ‘tilt-3.3 on page ‘EM. SCO connections are preferably not

interrupted by the inquiry scan. In this case, the inquiry scan may be inter-

rupted by the reserved SCO slots which have higher priority than the inquiry

scan. SCO packets should be used requiring the least amount of capacity

(HV3 packets). The scan window, Tw inquiry Scan, shall be increased to increase
the probability to respond to an inquiry message. If one SCO link is present

using HV3 packets and T5CO=6 slots, a total scan window of at least 36 slots

(22.5ms) is recommended; if two SCO links are present using HV3 packets

and T3C0=6 slots, a total scan window of at least 54 slots (33.75ms) is recom-
mended.

The scan interval Tinquiry Scan is defined as the interval between two consecu-
tive inquiry scans. The inquiry scan interval shall be at most 2.56 3.
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10.7.3 Inquiry

The inquiry substate is used by the unit that wants to discover new devices.

This substate is very similar to the page substate, the same TXIRX timing is

used as used for paging, see Eiectien on page 53'? and Figure 9.4 an page

The TX and RX frequencies follow the inquiry hopping sequence and the

inquiry response hopping sequence, and are determined by the general inquiry

access code and the native clock of the discovering device. In between inquiry

transmissions, the Bluetooth receiver scans for inquiry response messages.

When found, the entire response packet (which is in fact a FHS packet) is read.

after which the unit continues with the inquiry transmissions. So the Bluetooth

unit in an inquiry substate does not acknowiedge the inquiry response mes-

sages. It keeps probing at different hop channels and in between listens for

response packets. Like in the page substate, two 10 ms trains A and B are

defined, splitting the 32 frequencies of the inquiry hopping sequence into two

16-hop parts. A single train must be repeated for at least Nmqu-W=256 times
before a new train is used. In order to collect all responses in an error-free

environment, at least three train switches must have taken place. As a result,

the inquiry substate may have to last for 10.24 s unless the inquirer collects

enough responses and determines to abort the inquiry substate earlier. if

desired, the inquirer can also prolong the inquiry substate to increase the

probability of receiving all responses in an error-prone environment. If an

inquiry procedure is automatically initiated periodically (say a 10 s period every

minute), then the interval between two inquiry instances must be determined

randomly. This is done to avoid two Bluetooth units to synchronize their inquiry

procedures.

The inquiry substate is continued until stopped by the Bluetooth link manager

(when it decides that it has sufficient number of responses), or when a timeout

has been reached (inquin/TO).

The inquiry substate can be entered from the STANDBY state or the CON-
NECTION state. In the STANDBY state, no connection has been established

and the unit can use all the capacity to carry out the inquiry. Before entering the

inquiry substate from the CONNECTION state, the unit shall free as much

capacity as possible for scanning. To ensure this, it is recommended that the

ACL connections are put on hold or park. However, the SCO connections shall

not be disturbed by the inquiry. This means that the inquiry will be interrupted

by the reserved SCO slots which have higher priority than the inquiry. In order

to obtain as much capacity for inquiry, it is recommended to use the SCO pack-

ets which use the least amount of capacity (HV3 packets). If SCO links are

present, the repetition number Ninquiry shall be increased, see ‘fatiie 10.4 on
page tit.

Here it has been assumed that the HV3 packet are used with an interval

Tsct-_,=6 slots, which would correspond to a 64 kbis voice link.
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no SCO link one SCO link

(HV3} two sco links {H\i3)

2 256 2 512 2 768
Ninquiry

Tabie 10.4: increase of train repetition when SCO iinks are present.

10.7.4 Inquiry response

For the inquiry operation, there is only a slave response, no master response.

The master listens between inquiry messages for responses, but after reading

a response, it continues to transmit inquiry messages. The slave response rou-

tine for inquiries differs completely from the slave response routine applied for

pages. When the inquiry message is received in the inquiry scan substate, a

response message containing the recipient's address must be returned. This

response message is a conventional FHS packet carrying the unit's parame-

ters. However, a contention problem may arise when several Bluetooth units

are in close proximity to the inquiring unit and all respond to an inquiry mes-

sage at the same time. First of all, every Bluetooth unit has a free running

clock; therefore, it is highly unlikely that they all use the same phase of the

inquiry hopping sequence. However, in order to avoid collisions between units

that do wake up in the same inquiry hop channel simultaneously, the following

protocol in the slaves inquiry response is used. If the slave receives an

inquiry message, it generates a random number RAND between 0 and 1023. In

addition, it freezes the current input value (phase) to the hop selection scheme,

see also .‘:'3<-action ‘rt on page 13?. The slave then returns to the CONNEC-

TION or STANDBY state for the duration of RAND time slots. Before returning
to the CONNECTION or STANDBY state, the unit may go through the page

scan substate; this page scan must use the mandatory page scan scheme.

After at least RAND slots, the unit will return to the inquiry response substate.

On the first inquiry message received the slave returns an FHS response

packet to the master. If during the scan no trigger occurs within a timeout

period of inqrespTO, the slave returns to the STANDBY or CONNECTION

state. If the unit does receive an inquiry message and returns an FHS packet, it

adds an offset of 1 to the phase in the inquiry hop sequence (the phase has a

1.28 s resolution) and enters the inquiry scan substate again. If the slave is

triggered again, it repeats the procedure using a new RAND. The offset to the

clock accumulates each time a FHS packet is returned. During a 1.23 s probing

window, a slave on average responses 4 times. but on different frequencies

and at different times. Possible SCO slots should have priority over response
packets; that is, ifa response packet overlaps with an SCO slot, it is not sent

but the next inquiry message is awaited.

The messaging during the inquiry routines is summarized in 'i'able on

page H2. In step 1, the mastertransmits an inquiry message using the inquiry

access code and its own clock. The slave responds with the FHS packet which
contains the s|ave‘s device address, native clock and other slave information.

This FHS packet is returned at a semi-random time. The FHS packet is not

acknowledged in the inquiry routine, but it is retransmitted at other times and

frequencies as long as the master is probing with inquiry messages.
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step message direction hopping sequence access code

1 ID master to slave inquiry inquiry

2 FHS slave to master inquiry response inquiry

Table 10. 5: Messaging during inquiry routines.

If the scanning unit uses an optional scanning scheme, after responding to an

inquiry with an FHS packet, it will perform page scan using the mandatory page

scan scheme for Tmandatory pscan period. Every time an inquiry response is sent

the unit will start a timer with a timeout of Tmandamry pscan. The timer will be
reset at each new inquiry response. Until the timer times out, when the unit per-

forms page scan, it will use the mandatory page scanning scheme in the SR

mode it uses for all its page scan intervals. Using the mandatory page scan

scheme after the inquiry procedure enables all units to connect even if they do

not support an optional paging scheme (yet). In addition to using the manda-

tory page scan scheme, an optional page scan scheme can be used in parallel

for the Tmandatory P303” period.

The Tmandatory pscan period is included in the SP field of the FHS packet
returned in the inquiry response routine, see Section &‘l>.4.‘lf on page 56.

The value of the period is indicated in the Taste ‘ELi.6

Tmandatory pecan

P0

P1

P2

Reserved

Table 10.6: Mandatory scan periods for P0, P1. P2 scan period modes.

10.8 CONNECTION STATE

In the CONNECTION state, the connection has been established and packets

can be sent back and forth. In both units, the channel (master) access code

and the master Bluetooth clock are used. The hopping scheme uses the chan-

nei hopping sequence. The master starts its transmission in even slots (CLK1,

0=00), the slave starts its transmission in odd slots (CLK1_0=10)

The CONNECTION state starts with a POLL packet sent by the master to ver-

ify the switch to the master’s timing and channel frequency hopping. The slave

can respond with any type of packet. If the slave does not receive the POLL

packet or the master does not receive the response packet for newconnecti-

on T0 number of slots, both devices will return to pageipage scan substates.
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The first information packets in the CONNECTION state contain control mes-

sages that characterize the link and give more details regarding the Bluetooth

units. These messages are exchanged between the link managers of the units.

For example, it defines the SCO links and the sniff parameters. Then the trans-

fer of user information can start by alternately transmitting and receiving pack-
ets.

The CONNECTION state is left through a detach or reset command. The

detach command is used if the link has been disconnected in the normal way.

All configuration data in the Bluetooth link controller is still valid. The reset

command is a hard reset of all controller processes. After a reset, the controller

has to be reconfigured.

The Bluetooth units can be in several modes of operation during the CONN EC-

TION state: active mode, sniff mode, hold mode, and park mode. These modes
are now described in more detail.

10.8.1 Active mode

In the active mode, the Bluetooth unit actively participates on the channel. The
master schedules the transmission based on traffic demands to and from the

different slaves. In addition. it supports regular transmissions to keep slaves

synchronized to the channel. Active slaves listen in the master-to-slave slots

for packets. If an active slave is not addressed, it may sleep until the next new

master transmission. From the type indication in the packet, the number of

slots the master has reserved for its transmission can be derived; during this
time, the non-addressed slaves do not have to listen on the master-to-slave

slots. A periodic master transmission is required to keep the slaves synchro-

nized to the channel. Since the slaves only need the channel access code to

synchronize with. any packet type can be used for this purpose.
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10.8.2 Sniff mode

In the sniff mode, the duty cycle of the s|ave's listen activity can be reduced. If

a slave participates on an ACL link, it has to listen in every ACL slot to the mas-

ter traffic. With the sniff mode, the time slots where the master can start trans-

mission to a specific slave is reduced; that is, the master can only start

transmission in specified time slots. These so-called sniff slots are spaced reg-

ularly with an interval of 'l;,,,fi_

The slave has to listen at Dsnmrslot every sniff period, T_,;m‘fff0r a NEW attempt

number of times. If the slave receives a packet in one of the Nsnmanempt RX
slots, it should continue listening as long as it receives packets to its own

AM_ADDR. Once it stops receiving packets, it should continue listening for

NS“-mmeout RX slots or remaining of the NW“ attempt number of RX slots,
whichever is greater.

To enter the sniff mode, the master shall issue a sniff command via the LM pro-

tocol. This message will contain the sniff interval ignm and an offset Dsnm‘ The

timing of the sniff mode is then determined similar as for the SCO links. In addi-

tion, an initialization flag indicates whether initialization procedure 1 or 2 is

being used. The master uses initialization 1 when the MSB of the current mas-

ter clock (CLK27) is 0; it uses initialization 2 when the MSB of the current mas-

ter clock (CLK27) is 1. The slave shall apply the initialization method as

indicated by the initialization flag irrespective of its clock bit value CLK27. The

master-to-slave sniff slots determined by the master and the slave shall be ini-

tialized on the slots for which the clock satisfies the following equation

CLK274 mod 1;“,-fi = D5,,-,fi for initialization 1

for initialization 2(Cl-K27-Cl-K26-1) m0d T-sniff = Dsnifl

The s|ave~to-master sniff siot determined by the master and the slave shall be
initialized on the slots after the master-to-slave sniff siot defined above. After

initialization, the clock value CLK(k+1 ) for the next master-to-slave SNIFF slot

is found by adding the fixed interval Tam-fito the clock value of the current mas-
ter-to-slave sniff slot:

CLK(k+1) = CLK(k) + TM

10.8.3 Hold mode

During the CONNECTION state, the ACL link to a slave can be put in a hold

mode. This means that the slave temporarily does not support ACL packets on

the channel any more (note: possible SCO links will still be supported). With

the hold mode, capacity can be made free to do other things like scanning,

paging, inquiring, or attending another piconet. The unit in hold mode can also

enter a low-power sleep mode. During the hold mode, the slave unit keeps its

active member address (Alvi_ADDR).
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Prior to entering the hold mode, master and slave agree on the time duration
the slave remains in the hold mode. A timer is initialized with the hoidTO value.

When the timer is expired, the slave will wake up. synchronize to the traffic on
the channel and will wait for further master instructions.

10.8.4 Park mode

When a slave does not need to participate on the piconet channel. but still

wants to remain synchronized to the channel, it can enter the park mode which

is a low-power mode with very little activity in the slave. In the park mode, the

slave gives up its active member address AM_ADDR. Instead, it receives two

new addresses to be used in the park mode

- PM_ADDR: 8-bit Parked MemberAddress

- AR_ADDR: 8-bitAccess RequestAddress

The PM_ADDR distinguishes a parked slave from the other parked slaves.

This address is used in the master-initiated unpark procedure. In addition to the

PM_ADDR, a parked slave can also be unparked by its 48-bit BD_ADDR. The

all-zero PM_ADDR is a reserved address: if a parked unit has the all-zero

PM_ADDR it can only be unparked by the BD_ADDR. In that case, the

PM_ADDR has no meaning. The AR_ADDR is used by the slave in the slave-

initiated unpark procedure. All messages sent to the parked slaves have to be

carried by broadcast packets (the all-zero Alvl_ADDR) because of the missing

AM_ADDR.

The parked slave wakes up at regular intervals to listen to the channel in order

to re-synchronize and to check for broadcast messages. To support the syn-

chronization and channel access of the parked slaves. the master supports a
beacon channel described in the next section. The beacon structure is commu-

nicated to the slave when it is being parked. When the beacon structure

changes, the parked slaves are updated through broadcast messages.

In addition for using it for low power consumption, the park mode is used to

connect more than seven slaves to a single master. At any one time, only

seven slaves can be active. However. by swapping active and parked slaves

out respectively in the piconet, the number of slave virtually connected can be

much larger (255 if the PM_ADDR is used, and even a larger number if the

BD_ADDR is used). There is no limitation to the number of slaves that can be

parked.

10. 8.4. 1 Beacon channel‘

To support parked slaves, the master establishes a beacon channel when one

or more slaves are parked. The beacon channei consists of one beacon slot or

a train of equidistant beacon slots which is transmitted periodically with a con-

stant time interval. The beacon channel is illustrated in figure 19.8 on page

iii’. A train of N5 (N32 1) beacon slots is defined with an interval of T3 slots.
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The beacon slots in the train are separated by AB. The start of the first beacon

slot is referred to as the beacon instant and serves as the beacon timing refer-

ence. The beacon parameters N3 and T5 are chosen such that there are sum-

cient beacon slots for a parked slave to synchronize to during a certain time

window in an error-prone environment.
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When parked, the slave will receive the beacon parameters through an LMP

command. In addition, the timing of the beacon instant is indicated through the

offset D3. Like for the SCO link (see £~}ection 3.2 page 45), two initialization

procedures 1 or 2 are used. The master uses initialization 1 when the MSB of

the current master clock (CLK27) is 0; it uses initialization 2 when the M813 of

the current master clock (CLK27) is 1. The chosen initialization procedure is

also carried by an initialization flag in the LMP command. The slave shall apply

the initiations method as indicated by the initialization flag irrespective of its

clock bit CLK27. The master-to-slave slot positioned at the beacon instant shall

be initialized on the slots for which the clock satisfies the following equation

CLK2-,_1 mod T3 = DB for initialization 1

for initialization 2(CLK27.CLK26_1) mfld TB = DB

After initialization, the ctock value CLK(k+1)for the next beacon instant is

found by adding the fixed interval T3 to the clock value of the current beacon
instant:

CLK(k+1) = CLK(k) + T3

The beacon channel serves four purposes:

1. transmission of master-to-slave packets which the parked slaves can use for

re-synchronization

2. carrying messages to the parked slaves to change the beacon parameters

3. carrying general broadcast messages to the parked slaves

4. unparking of one or more parked slaves

Since a slave can synchronize to any packet which is preceded by the proper

channel access code, the packets carried on the beacon slots do not have to

contain specific broadcast packets for parked slaves to be able to synchronize;

any packet can be used. The onty requirement placed on the beacon slots is

that there is master-to-slave transmission present. If there is no information to

be sent. NULL packets can be transmitted by the master. If there is indeed

broadcast information to be sent to the parked slaves, the first packet of the

broadcast message shall be repeated in every beacon slot of the beacon train.

However, synchronous traffic like on the SCO link, may interrupt the beacon
transmission.
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beacon instant

beacon slots

Figure 10.8: Generai beacon channei format

10. 8.4.2 Beacon access window

In addition to the beacon siots, an access window is defined where the parked

slaves can send requests to be unparked. To increase reliability, the access

window can be repeated Maccess times (Maccess 21), see Figure ‘$0.9 or: page

11?. The access window starts a fixed delay Daccess after the beacon instant.

The width of the access window is Taccess.

access window Maccessaccess window 1 access window 2

beacon instant

Figure 10.9.’ Definition of access window

The access window may support different slave access techniques, like polling,

random access, or other forms of access. At this stage, only the polling tech-

nique has been defined. The format of the polling technique is shown in Figure

‘i{).‘iC= on page 118. The same TDD structure is used as on the piconet chan-

nel, i.e. master-to-slave transmission is alternated by s|ave«to-master transmis-

sion. The slave-to-master slot is divided into two half slots of 312.5 us each.

The half slot a parked slave is allowed to respond in corresponds to its access

request address (AR_ADDR), see also section ti).£3.<3.=z'5 on ‘EEG. For

counting the half slots to determine the access request slot, the start of the

access window is used, see i='%gu-re ’i{.':.tE} on page 118. The slave is only

allowed to send an access request in the proper slave-to-master half slot if in

the preceding master-to-slave slot a broadcast packet has been received. In

this way, the master polls the parked slaves.
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master-lo—s|ava SIDI 1 slave-tn-master slut

AF£_ADDR=I _A._R_KoE§=_:a___ has_ADl'JR=-I _A_R__;L|3|3lRT=T5___

Figure 10.10.‘ Access procedure appiying the pciiing technique.

However, the slots of the access window can also be used for traffic on the

piconet if required. For example, if an SCO connection has to be supported,

the slots reserved for the SCO link may carry SCO information instead of being

used for access requests, i.e. if the master-to-slave slot in the access window

contains a packet different from a broadcast packet, the following s|ave-to-

master slot cannot be used for slave access requests. Slots in the access win-

dow not affected by traffic can still be used according to the defined access

structure; an example is shown in Figure 13.1? on page ":18: the access proce-

dure is continued as if no interruption had taken place.

When the slave is parked, it is indicated what type of access scheme will be

used. For the polling scheme, the number of slave-to-master access slots

Naccfiot is indicated.

master-to-slave slot slaw:-In-master slot

_“A‘R“_Ko5F‘z‘=“1““ ARADDF£=5
master ECO
packet

525 pa 312.5 us

Figure 10.11: Disturbance of access window by SCO trefiic

By default, the access window is always present. However, its activation

depends on the master sending broadcast messages to the slave at the appro-

priate slots in the access window. A broadcast LMP command in the beacon

slots may indicate that the access window following will not be activated. This

prevents unnecessary scanning of parked slaves that want to request access.
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10. 8.4.3 Parked sieve synchronization

Parked slaves sleep most of the time. However, periodically they wake up to

re-synchronize to the channel. Any packet exchanged on the channel can be

used for synchronization. Since master transmission is mandatory on the bea-

con slots, parked slaves will exploit the beacon channel to re-synchronize. A

parked slave will wake-up at the beacon instant to read the packet sent on the

first beacon slot. If this fails, it will retry on the next beacon slot in the beacon

train; in total, there are NB opportunities per beacon instant to re»synchronize.

During the search. the slave may increase its search window, see also Section

53.4 on page 90. The separation between the beacon slots in the beacon train

A3 is chosen such that consecutive Search windows will not overlap.

The parked slave does not have to wake up at every beacon instant. Instead. a

sleep interval can be applied which is longer than the beacon interval TB, see

é“~“§gL.;re 1{}.t2 on page 1153. The slave sleep window must be a multipie N5},-eep
of T5. The precise beacon instant the slave shall wake up on is indicated by the

master with DB_5,eep which indicates the offset (in multiples of T3) with respect
to the beacon instant (O< D5_s,eep<NB_s,Eep-1). To initialize the wake-up period.
the fotlowing equations are used:

Ci_K27_1 iTi0d (NB_5;eep I T3) = DB + D3_5|eep 0 T3 for initialization 1

(Ci_K27,Ci_K26_-I) mod (Nsmsfeepl TB) = DB4" DB-_S|Eep 0 TB f0i' initialization 2

where initialization ‘I is chosen by the master it the lvtSB in the current master
clock is 0 and initialization 2 is chosen if the MSB in the current master clock is 1.

When the master wants to send broadcast messages to the parked slaves, it

may use the beacon slots for these broadcast messages. However, if N3<NBC,

the slots following the last beacon slot in the beacon train shall be used for the

remaining NBC-N3 broadcast packets. If N5>N3C, the broadcast message is

repeated on all NB beacon slots.

A parked stave shall at least read the broadcast messages sent in the beacon

s|ot(s) it wakes up in; the minimum wake~up activity is to read the channel

access code for re«synchronization and the packet header to check for broad-

cast messages.

beacon Insta nl

Figure 10. 12: Extended sleep .-‘ntervai ofparked slaves.
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10.8.4.4 Parking

A master can park an active slave through the exchange of one or a few LMP

commands. Before put into the park mode, the slave is assigned a PM_ADDR

and an AR_ADDR. Every parked slave has a unique PM_ADDR; however, the

AR_ADDR is not necessarily unique. Also, the beacon parameters are given

by the master when the slave is parked. The slave then gives up its AM_ADDR

and enters the park mode. A master can park only a single slave at a time. The

park message is carried with a normal data packet and addresses the slave

through its AM_ADDR.

1 0.8.4. 5 Master-activated ungarking

The master can unpark a parked slave by sending a dedicated LMP unpark

command including the parked s|ave's address. This message is sent in a

broadcast packet on the beacon slots. Either the slave's PM_ADDR is used, or

its full BD_ADDR is used. The message also includes the active member

address AM_ADDR the slave will use after it has re-entered the piconet. The

unpark message can include a number of slave addresses so that multiple

slaves can be unparked simultaneously. For each slave, a different AM_ADDR

is assigned.

After having received the unpark message. the parked slave matching the

PM_ADDR or BD_ADDR will leave the park mode and enter the active mode. It

will keep listening to the master until it is addressed by the master through its

AM_ADDR. The first packet sent by the master should be a POLL packet. The

return packet in response to the POLL packet confirms that the slave has been

unparked. If no response packets from the slave is received for newconnectr'-

on T0 number of slots after the end of beacon repetition period, the master will

unpark the slave again. If the slave does not receive the POLL packet for new-

connectionTO number of slots after the end of beacon repetition period, it will

return to park, with the same beacon parameters. After confirming that the
slave is active. the master decides in which mode the slave will continue.

1 0. 8.4. 6 Sia ve-activated ungarking

A slave can request access to the channel through the access window defined

in sac-tic-n ti}.8.=i,2 on ‘i‘:?'. As shown in Figure $0.13 an _;:-age ttéi, the
access window includes several slave-to-master half slots where the slave can

send an access request message. The specific half slot the slave is allowed to

respond in, corresponds to its access request address (AR_ADDR) which it

has received when it was parked. The order of the half slots (in Figure 103%

the AR_ADDR numbers linearly increase from 1 to 5) is not fixed: an LMP com-

mand sent in the beacon slots may reconfigure the access window. When a

slave desires access to the channel, it sends an access request message in

the proper slave-to-master half slot.The access request message of the slave

is the ID packet containing the device access code (DAC) of the master (which

is in this case the channel access code without the trailer). The parked slave is
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only allowed to transmit an access request message in the half slot when in the

preceding master-to~s|ave slot, a broadcast packet has been received. This

broadcast message can contain any kind of broadcast information not neces-

sarily related to the parked slaveis). If no broadcast information is available, a

broadcast NULL or broadcast POLL packet shall be sent.

After having sent an access request. the parked slave will listen for an unpark

message from the master. As long as no unpark message is received, the

slave will repeat the access requests in the subsequent access windows. After

the last access window (there are Maccess windows in total, see :"§ectio.n.

19.8.4.2 on page 11?’), the parked slave shall listen for an additional Npo,-_. time

slots for an unpark message. If no unpark message is received within Npo”
slots after the end of the last access window, the slave may return to sleep and

retry an access attempt after the next beacon instant.

After having received the unpark message. the parked slave matching the

PM_ADDR or BD_ADDR will leave the park mode and enter the active mode. It

will keep listening to the master until it is addressed by the master through its

AM_ADDR. The first packet sent by the master should be a POLL packet. The

return packet in response to the POLL packet confirms that the slave has been

unparked. if no response packet from the slave is received for newconnecti-

on T0 number of slots after Npo" slots after the end of the last access window,
the master will send the unpark message to the slave again. if the stave does

not receive the POLL packet for newconnectionTO number of slots after Npon
slots after the end of the last access window, it will return to park, with the same

beacon parameters. After confirming that the slave is active, the master
decides in which mode the slave will continue.

10. 8.4. 7 Broadcast scan window

In the beacon train, the master can support broadcast messages to the parked

slaves. However, it may extend its broadcast capacity by indicating to the

parked slaves that more broadcast information is following after the beacon

train. This is achieved by a special LMP command ordering the parked slaves

(as well as the active slaves) to listen to the channel for broadcast messages

during a limited time window. This time window starts at the beacon instant and

continues for the period as indicated in the LMP command sent in the beacon
train.

10.8.5 Polling schemes

10.8.5.1 Potting in active mode

The master always has full control over the piconet. Due to the stringent TDD

scheme. slaves can only communicate with the master and not to other slaves.

in order to avoid collisions on the ACL link, a slave is only allowed to transmit in

the slave-to—master slot when addressed by the Alv1_ADDR in the packet
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slot does not match, or an Alvt_ADDR cannot be derived from the preceding
slot, the slave is not allowed to transmit.
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On the SCO links, the polling rule is slightly modified. The slave is allowed to

transmit in the slot reserved for his SCO link unless the (valid) AM_ADDR in

the preceding slot indicates a different slave. If no valid AM_ADDR can be

derived in the preceding slot, the slave is still allowed to transmit in the
reserved SCO slot.

10. 8. 5.2 Polling in park mode

In the park mode, parked slaves are allowed to send access requests in the

access window provided a broadcast packet is received in the preceding mas~
ter-to-slave slot. Slaves in active mode will not send in the slave-to-master

slots following the broadcast packet since they are only allowed to send if

addressed specifically.

10.8.6 Slot reservation scheme

The SCO link is established by negotiations between the link managers which

involves the exchange of important SCO timing parameters like T300 and

D590 through LMP messages.

10.8.7 Broadcast scheme

The master of the piconet can broadcast messages which will reach all slaves.

A broadcast packet is characterized by the all-zero AM_ADDR. Each new

broadcast message (which may be carried by a number of packets) shall start

with the flush indication (L_CH=10).

A broadcast packet is never acknowledged. In an error-prone environment, the

master may carry out a number of retransmissions NBC to increase the proba-

bility for error-free delivery, see also Section 5.3.5 ore page ?2.

In order to support the park mode (as described in S-action 'i{3=.ES.4 on page

tie), a master transmission shall take place at fixed intervals. This master

transmission will act as a beacon to which slaves can synchronize. If no traffic

takes place at the beacon event, broadcast packets shall be sent. More infor-

mation is given in Secfiiori on page ‘£15.

10.9 SCATTERN ET

10.9.1 General

Multiple piconets may cover the same area. Since each piconet has a different

master. the piconets hop independently, each with their own channel hopping
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sequence and phase as determined by the respective master. In addition, the

packets carried on the channels are preceded by different channel access

codes as determined by the master device addresses. As more piconets are

added, the probability of collisions increases; a graceful degradation of perfor-

mance resuits as is common in frequency-hopping spread spectrum systems.

if multiple piconets cover the same area, a unit can participate in two or more

overlaying piconets by applying time multiplexing. To participate on the proper

channel, it should use the associated master device address and proper clock

offset to obtain the correct phase. A Bluetooth unit can act as a slave in several

piconets, but only as a master in a single piconet: since two piconets with the

same master are synchronized and use the same hopping sequence, they are

one and the same piconet. A group of piconets in which connections consists

between different piconets is called a scatternet.

A master or slave can become a slave in another piconet by being paged by

the master of this other piconet. On the other hand, a unit participating in one

piconet can page the master or slave of another piconet. Since the paging unit

always starts out as master, a master-slave role exchange is required if a slave

role is desired. This is described in the section 18.53.15 on page 123.

10.9.2 Inter-piconet communications

‘lime multiplexing must be used to switch between piconets. in case of ACL

links only, a unit can request to enter the hold or park mode in the current pico-

net during which time it may join another piconet by just changing the channel

parameters. Units in the sniff mode may have sufficient time to visit another

piconet in between the sniff slots. If SCO links are established, other piconets

can only be visited in the non-reserved slots in between. This is only possible if

there is a single SCO link using HV3 packets. In the four slots in between, one

other piconet can be visited. Since the multiple piconets are not synchronized,

guard time must be left to account for misalignment. This means that only 2

slots can effectively be used to visit another piconet in between the HV3 pack-
ets.

Since the clocks of two masters of different piconets are not synchronized, a

slave unit participating in two piconets has to take care of two offsets that,
added to its own native clock, create one or the other master clock. Since the

two master clocks drift independently, regular updates of the offsets are

required in order for the slave unit to keep synchronization to both masters.

10.9.3 Master-slave switch

In principle, the unit that creates the piconet is the master. However, a master-

slave (MS) switch can take place when a slave wants to become a master. For
the two units involved in the switch, the MS switch results in a reversal of their

TX and RX timing: a TDD switch. However, since the piconet parameters are

derived from the device address and clock of the master, a master—slave switch

inherently involves a redefinition of the piconet as well: a piconet switch. The
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new piconet's parameters are derived from the former s|ave's device address

and clock. As a consequence of this piconet switch, other slaves in the piconet

not involved in the switch have to be moved to the new piconet, changing their

timing and their hopping scheme. The new piconet parameters have to be
communicated to each slave. The scenario to achieve this is described below.

Assume unit A wants to become master; unit 8 was the former master. The fol-

lowing steps are taken.

- Slave A and master B agree to exchange roles.

- When confirmed by both units. both slave A and master B do the TDD

switch but keep the former hopping scheme (still using the device address

and clock of unit B), so there is no piconet switch yet.

Unit A is now the master of the piconet. Since the old and new masters’

clocks are asynchronous, the 1.25 ms resolution of the clock information

given in the FHS packet is not sufficient for aligning the slot boundaries of

the two piconets. Prior to sending the FHS packet, the new master A sends

an LMP packet giving the delay between the start of the master-to-slave

slots of the old and new piconet channels. This timing information ranges

from O to 1249 us with a resolution of 1 us. It is used together with the clock

information in the FHS packet to accurately position the correlation window

when switching to the new master's timing after acknowledgment of the FHS

packet.

After the time alignment LMP message, Master A sends an FHS packet

including the new AM_ADDR to slave B (the AM_ADDR in the FHS packet

header is the all-zero address) still using the "old" piconet parameters. After

the FHS acknowledgement, which consists of the ID packet and is sent by

the Slave on the old hopping sequence, both master A and Slave B turn to

the new channel parameters of the new piconet as indicated by the FHS and

time alignment LMP packets (at least for the A-B connection).

A piconet switch is enforced on each slave separately. Master A sends a

time alignment and an FHS packets and waits for an acknowledgement.

Transmission of the FHS packet and the acknowledgement continues on the

“old" piconet parameters of unit B (compare this to the page hopping

scheme used during connection establishment, see Secticn ’i0.ii=,a'i on page

W»-'i). After FHS acknowledgement using an ID packet sent by the slave, the
communication to this slave continues with the new device address and

clock of unit A. The FHS packet sent to each slave has the old AM_ADDR in

the FHS packet header and their new AM_ADDR in the FHS packet payload

(the new AM_ADDR may be identical to the old AM_ADDR).

After reception of the FHS packet acknowledgement, the new master A

switches to its own timing and sends a POLL packet to verify the switch.
Both the master and the slave will start a timer with a time out of newcon-

nectionTO on FHS packet acknowledgement. If no response is received, the

master resends the POLL packet until newconnectionTO is reached. After

this timeout both the slave and the master return to the old piconet timing

(but the TDD switch remains).The master sends the FHS packet again and

the procedure is repeated.
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- The new master repeats the above procedure for each slave in the old pico-
net.

Summarized, the MS-switch takes place in two steps: first a TDD switch of the

considered master and slave, and then a piconet switch of all participants.

When all slaves have acknowledged the reception of the FHS packet, each unit

uses the new piconet parameters defined by the new master and the piconet

switch is a fact. The information on the AM_ADDR, PM_ADDR, and other fea-
tures of the old slaves is transferred from the old master to the new master.

The transfer procedure is outside the scope of this procedure. Parked slaves

shall be activated (using the old park parameters), be changed to the new pico-

net parameters, and then return to the park mode using the new park parame-
ters.

10.10 POWER MANAGEMENT

Features are included into Bluetooth to ensure a low-power operation. These

features are both at the microscopic level when handling the packets, and at

the macroscopic level using certain operation modes.

10.10.1 Packet handling

In order to minimize power consumption. packet handling is minimized both at

TX and RX sides. At the TX side, power is minimized by only sending useful

data. This means that if only link control information needs to be exchanged.
NULL packets will be used. No transmission is carried out at all if there is no

link control information or involves a NAK only (NAK is implicit on no reply). If

there is data to be sent, the payload length is adapted in order to send only the

valid data bytes. At the RX side, packet processing takes place in different

steps. If no valid access code is found in the search window, the transceiver

returns to sleep. If an access code is found, the receiver unit is woken up and

starts to process the packet header. If the HEC fails. the unit will return to sleep

after the packet header. A valid header will indicate if a payload will follow and

how many slots are involved.

1lJ.10.2 Slot occupancy

As was described in Sezcticn 4.4 on page 54, the packet type indicates how

many slots a packet may occupy. A slave not addressed in the firs! slot can go

to sleep for the remaining slots the packet may occupy. This can be read from
the TYPE code.

1lJ.10.3 Low-power modes

In Section 10.3 on 1123, three modes were described during the CON-

NECTION state which reduce power consumption. If we list the modes in

increasing order of power efficiency then the sniff mode has the higher duty
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cycle, followed by the hold mode with a lower duty cycle, and finishing with the

park mode with the lowest duty cycle.

Baseband Specification

10.11 LINK SUPERVISION

A connection may break down due to various reasons such as a device moving

out of range or a power failure condition. Since this may happen without any

prior warning, it is important to monitor the link on both the master and the

slave side to avoid possible collisions when the AM_ADDR is reassigned to
another slave.

To be abie to supervise link loss, both the master and the slave use link super-

vision tirners, T Supewision. Upon reception of a packet that passes the HEC
check and has the correct AM_ADDR, the timer is reset. If at any time in con-

nection state, the timer reaches the supervi'si'onTO value, the connection is
reset. The same timeout value is used for both S00 and ACL connections.

The timeout period, superw‘si'onTO, is negotiated at the LM level. its value is

chosen so that the supervision timeout will be longer than hold and sniff peri-

ods. Link supervision of a parked slave will be done by unparking and re-park-

ing the slave.
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11 HOP SELECTION

in total, 10 types of hopping sequences are defined — five for the 79-hop and

five for the 23-hop system, respectively. Using the notation of parentheses ()

for figures related to the 23-hop system, these sequences are:

- A page hopping sequence with 32 (16) unique wake-up frequencies dis-

tributed equally over the 79 (23) MHz, with a period length of 32 (16);

A page response sequence covering 32 (16) unique response frequencies

that all are in an one-to-one correspondence to the current page hopping

Sequence. The master and slave use different rules to obtain the same

sequence;

An inquiry sequence with 32 (16) unique wake-up frequencies distributed

equally over the 7'9 (23) MHz, with a period length of 32 (16);

A inquiry response sequence covering 32 (16) unique response frequen-

cies that all are in an one-to-one correspondence to the current inquiry hop-

ping sequence.

A channel hopping sequence which has a very long period length, which

does not show repetitive patterns over a short time interval, but which dis-

tributes the hop frequencies equally over the 79 (23) MHZ during a short
time interval;

For the page hopping sequence, it is important that we can easily shift the

phase fonivard or backward, so we need a 1-1 mapping from a counter to the

hop frequencies. For each case. both a hop sequence from master to slave

and from slave to master are required.

The inquiry and inquiry response sequences always utilizes the GIAC LAP as

lower address part and the DCI (ES:-zcéion 5.4 on page }’.’_%) as upper address part

in deriving the hopping sequence. even if it concerns a DIAC inquiry.

11.1 GENERAL SELECTION SCHEME

The selection scheme consists of two parts:

- selecting a sequence;

- mapping this sequence on the hop frequencies;

The general block diagram of the hop selection scheme is shown in Figure 11 .1

on page ‘E28. The mapping from the input to a particular hop frequency is per-

formed in the selection box. Basically, the input is the native clock and the cur-

rent address. In CONNECTION state, the native clock (CLKN) is modified by

an offset to equal the master clock (CLK). Only the 27 MSBS of the clock are

used. in the page and inquiry substates. all 28 bits of the clock are used. How-

ever, in page substate the native clock will be modified to the master's estimate

of the paged unit.
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The address input consists of 28 bits, i.e., the entire LAP and the 4 LSBs of the

UAP. In CONNECTION state, the address of the master is used. In page sub-

state the address of the paged unit is used. When in inquiry substate. the

UAPILAP corresponding to the GIAC is used. The output constitutes a pseudo-

random sequence. either covering 79 hop or 23 hops. depending on the state.

Baseband Specification

23i79 mode

UAPILAP

SELECTION

BOX
hop frequency

Figure 111: General block diagram of hop seiection scheme.

For the 79-hop system, the selection scheme chooses a segment of 32 hop

frequencies spanning about 64 MHz and visits these hops once in a random

order. Next, a different 32-hop segment is chosen, etc. In case of the page,

page scan, or page response substates. the same 32-hop segment is used

all the time (the segment is selected by the address; different units will have dif-

ferent paging segments). In connection state. the output constitutes a pseudo«

random sequence that slides through the 79 hops or 23 hops, depending on

the selected hop system. For the 23-hop systems. the segment size is 16. The

principle is depicted in Figure 'lt'.‘.i3

segment 1 new/mi
-my

segment 2 A Ie//TI

segment 3  |‘H
I '5 ~-..
I 1%I -I W

# of hops segment length A

Iii

Japanifianceispain 

Figure 11.2: Hop seiection scheme in CONNECTION state.
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11.2 SELECTION KERNEL

The hop selection kernels for the 79 hop system and the 23 hop system are

shown in :7-igare 11.13 on page 1253 and Figure on page ‘E29, respectively.

The X input determines the phase in the 32-hop segment. whereas Y1 and Y2

selects between master-to-slave and slave-to-master transmission. The inputs A

to D determine the ordering within the segment. the inputs E and F determine the

mapping onto the hop frequencies. The kernel addresses a register containing

the hop frequencies. This list should be created such that first all even hop fre-

quencies are listed and then all odd hop frequencies. In this way, a 32~hop seg-

ment spans about 64 MHz, whereas a 16-hop segment spans the entire 23-MHz.

E-

.-

-I

2
"-«I '-vl

Figure 11.3: Biock diagram of hop seiection kernei for the 79-hop system.

Figure 11.4: Biock diagram of hop seiection kernei for the 23-hop system.
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The selection procedure consists of an addition, an XOR operation, a permuta-

tion operation, an addition, and finally a register selection. In the remainder of

this chapter, the notation A, is used for bit i of the BD_ADDR.

11.2.1 First addition operation

The first addition operation only adds a constant to the phase and applies a

modulo 32 or a modulo 16 operation. For the page hopping sequence, the first

addition is redundant since it only changes the phase within the segment. How-

ever, when different segments are concatenated (as in the channel hopping

sequence), the first addition operation will have an impact on the resulting
sequence.

11.2.2 XOR operation

Let Z’ denote the output of the first addition. In the XOR operation, the four

LSBS of Z‘ are modulo-2 added to the address bits A2249. The operation is

illustrated in Figure ‘E1 on page 136.

Figure 11.5: XOR operation for the 79-hop system. The 23-hop system is the same except for
the Z'4/Z4 wire that does not exist.
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11.2.3 Permutation operation

The permutation operation involves the switching from 5 inputs to 5 outputs for

the ?9 hop system and from 4 inputs to 4 outputs for 23 hop system, in a man-

ner controlled by the control word. In 3"-‘igur-:-3 t1.6 on page 13:2 and Figizre ’i‘s.?

on page 132 the permutation or switching box is shown. It consists of 7 stages

of butterfly operations. table 11.? and ‘iabte 11.2 shows the control of the but-

terflies by the control signals P. Note that PM corresponds to D0_3, and, P,.__.,

corresponds to C,-GBY1 fort = il...4 in Figure 11.3 and i-‘-igere '1. 1 .4.

Control Control

signal Butterfly signal Butterfly

{Z021} {Z124}

{Z233} {Z033}

{Z1.Z2} {Z2124}

{Z:=..Z4} {Z1.Z3}

{Z0uZ4} {Z0uZ3}

{Z1133} {Z1132}

{Z0.Z2}

{Z334}

Table 11.1: Controi of the butterflies for the 79 hop system

Control Control

signal Butterfly signal Butterfly

{Z011} {Z012}

{Z2uZ3} {Z1uZ3}

{Z033} {Z023}

{Z1uZ2} {Z1uZ2}

{Z0»Z2} {Z0-Z1}

{Z1uZ3} {Z2uZ3}

{Z0uZ1}

{Z2.Z3}

Table 11.2: Controi of the butterflies for the 23 hop system

The 2 input is the output of the XOR operation as described in the previous

section. The butterfly operation can be implemented with multiplexers as

depicted in F'.ig=.;-re 11.8 on page 132.
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stage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

P13 P12 P11 P10 P9 P8 F’? P5 P5 P4 P3 P2 P1 P0

I I I ¢ ¢ I 4' + I
I I
I III;II;I I I I I I I I I

IAAYMQL

Figure 11.6: Permutation operation for the 79 hop system.

siege 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

-°13P12 P11P1o P9 98 P7 P5 P5 P4 P3 5 P1 P0I I I

II;IIg ;II;

v.v xvAA [Ax

I I I I I I I I I I I

xymvpzavnvpz

Figure 1i.8: Butterfly impiementarion.
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11.2.4 Second addition operation

The addition operation only adds a constant to the output of the permutation

operation. As a result, the 16-hop or 32-hop segment is mapped differently on

the hop frequencies. The addition is applied modulo 79 or modulo 23 depend-

ing on the system type (EuropelUS vs. others).

11.2.5 Register bank

The output of the adder addresses a bank of 79 or 23 registers. The registers

are loaded with the synthesizer code words corresponding to the hop frequen-

cies O to 78 or O to 22. Note that the upper half of the bank contains the even

hop frequencies, whereas the lower half of the bank contains the odd hop fre-

quencies.

11.3 CONTROL WORD

in the following section X},-, i'<j, will denote bits i, i'+1 ,...,j of the bit vector X. By
convention, X0 is the least significant bit of the vector X.

The control word P of the kernel is controlled by the overall control signals X,

Y1, Y2, and A to F as illustrated in E‘-‘Laure "it .3 on page Q9 and Figure 11.4 on

page ‘:29. During paging and inquiry, the inputs A to E use the address values

as given in the corresponding columns of ‘taste 11.3 on page ‘:34 and 'E'a;*;ie

ttxi on page ‘£34. in addition, the inputs X, Y1 and Y2 are used. The F input is

unused. In the 79-hop system, the clock bits CLK5-,2 (i.e., input X) specifies the

phase within the length 32 sequence, while for the 23-hop system, CLK5_2

specifies the phase within the length 16 sequence. For both systems, CLK1

(i.e., inputs Y1 and Y2) is used to select between TX and RX. The address

inputs determine the sequence order within segments. The final mapping onto

the hop frequencies is determined by the register contents.

in the following we will distinguish between three types of clocks: the piconet's

master clock, the Bluetooth unit’s native clock, and the clock estimate of a

paged Bluetooth unit. These types are marked in the following way:

1. CLK2-,»_0: Master clock of the current piconet.

2. CLI-(N2-;_0: Native clock of the unit.

3. CLKE27_0: The paging unit's estimate of the paged unit's native
clock.

During the CONNECTION state, the inputs A, C and D result from the address

bits being bit-wise XORed with the clock bits as shown in the "Connection

state" column of Tania €1.13 on page "134 and Tat.-is ‘V3.4 ELM (the two

M385 are XORed together, the two second MSBS are XORed together, etc.).

Consequently, after every 32 (16) time slots, a new length 32 (16) segment is

selected in the 79-hop (23-hop) system. The sequence order within a specific
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segment will not be repeated for a very long period. Thus, the overall hopping

sequence consists of concatenated segments of 32—hops each. Since each 32-

hop sequence spans more than 80% of the 79 MHz band, the desired fre-

quency spreading over a short time interval is obtained.

Page response
Pageilnquiry imasterislavej and Connection state

Inquiry response

Page scan!
Inquiry scan

CLKN , W91

0 CLKE,/CLKNI CLKE,/CLKN]

32 xcLKE,x 32 ><CLKE1/

32 x CLKNI 32 X CLKN.

-421-19

’Is.e.-1.2.0 9“-K2o— Ic.

"Ila-In -’IIs—m “ILs—1c:@CI—Ki5-w

’In.1I_9,1.s.3_1 ’Ia3.11,9.‘r,s.3.: At3_1t,‘},‘J',5,3,I 51.1.11,-.:.v_:‘~..'s.1

0 0 0 IsxcLK,._.mud79

Table 11.3: Coniroi for 79-hop system.

Page response
Pageiinquiry (master.-'s|ave) and Connection state

Inquiry response

Page scam‘
Inquiry scan

CLKN . - E13) .. 23] . _ 13] . _ €23} CLK
13 E‘! Ap]_0//\II‘ _0 Jiprmg _fl//\;Jr.s'3_" 5-1

0 CLKE] /CLKNE CLKEE/CLKN] CLK,

1Ifi><CI.KF.I/ 1fi><(‘I.KF.]/ I6xCI.K]

1fi><CI.KN[ 16><CI.KN,

A2? -13 1‘ -- /I2‘: -- 23 em-K25--2|

/I22 . :9

-43.5. 4. 2.06 CI-K1» .. I6

-413- in ea-K1.-1-7

“II3.|1.9.7.5.3.1 “II3.|1.9.T.5.3.] *‘I13.|1.9.7.5.3.i "‘13.1a.9.?.5.3.1

0 D 0 8 xcLK3, I, mod 23

Table 11.4: Controi for 23-hop system.
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11.3.1 Page scan and Inquiry scan substates

in page scan, the Bluetooth device address of the scanning unit is used as

address input. In inquiry scan, the GIAC LAP and the four l_SBs of the DCI (as

.42? 34 ), are used as address input for the hopping sequence. Naturally, for the

transmitted access code and in the receiver correlator, the appropriate GIAC or

DIAC is used. The application decides which inquiry access code to use

depending on the purpose of the inquiry.

The five X input bits vary depending on the current state of the unit. In the page

scan and inquiry scan substates, the native clock (CLKN) is used. In CON-

NECTION state the master clock (CLK) is used as input. The situation is some-

what more complicated for the other states.

11.3.2 Page substate

In the page substate of the 79-hop system, the paging unit shall start using the

A»train, i.e., {fit 8), ...,_;r’[:''(), ...,_,f(.t 1- 7)} , where fit) is the sources estimate

of the current receiver frequency in the paged unit. Clearly, the index k is a

function of all the inputs in Figure "ii There are 32 possible paging frequen-

cies within each 1.28 second interval. Half of these frequencies belongs to the

A-train, the rest (i.e., {_fU( + 8}. .. .._fUc + I5),_f(k — I6}. ...,_fl»t - 9)} ) belongs to the

B-train. In order to achieve the -8 offset of the A-train, a constant of 24 can be

added to the clock bits (which is equivalent to -8 due to the modulo 32 opera-

tion). Clearly, the B-train may be accomplished by setting the offset to 8. A

cyclic shift of the order within the trains is also necessary in order to avoid a

possible repetitive mismatch between the paging and scanning units. Thus,

(T9)

Xp = [(.‘LKE1(,. 12 ""qi;«m-|-(r:L1<E4_,_,,—c‘LKE,6_,3) mod is] mod 32, (12:32)

where

'{'o_fl:u'.?.r
24 A-traiti,

8 B-train.

Alternatively, each switch between the A- and B-trains may be accomplished

by adding 16 to the current value of z’r,,_,5,_-,_,,, (originally initialized with 24).

In the page substate of the 23-hop system, the paging unit makes use of the A-

train only. A constant offset of 8 is used in order to start with _)‘(!r — 8} . Moreover,

only four bits are needed since the additions are modulo 16. Consequently,

['33]
Xp = [CLKE]_;__]3 i 8 i CLKE4_3_0] mod I6, (1-I04)
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11.3.3 Page response

1 1.3. 3. 1 Sta ve response

A unit in the page scan substate recognizing its own access code enters the

stave response substate. in order to eliminate the possihiiity of loosing the link

due to discrepancies of the native clock CLKN and the master’s clock estimate

CLKE, the four hits CLKN", [3 must be frozen at their current value. The value

is frozen to the content it has in the slot where the recipient's access code is

detected. Note that the actual native clock is not stopped; it is merely the val-

ues of the bits used for creating the X-input that are kept fixed for a white. In the

sequel. a frozen value is marked by an asterisk (*).

For each response slot the paged unit will use an )(-input value one larger

(modulo 32 or 16) than in the preceding response slot. However, the first

response is made with the )(-input kept at the same value as it was when the

access code was recognized. Let N be a counter starting at zero. Then, the X-

input in the (N + 1)-th response slot (the first response slot being the one imme-

diately following the page slot now responding to) of the slave response sub-
state becomes

{J}
Xprs” = [CLt(N*"1(,_ [3 -l-Nl mod 32, (recs)

Xpi-5”" = [CLKN*'-15 _ ,3 i N] mod 16, (HQ 6)

for the 79-hop and 23-hop systems, respectively. The counter N is set to zero

in the slot where the slave acknowiedges the page (see F-"ég=..=re 30.6 on page

we and Figure $0.?’ or: 1%). Then, the value of N is increased by one

each time CLKN, is set to zero, which corresponds to the start of a master TX

slot. The X-input is constructed this way until the first accepted FHS packet is

received andthe immediately following response packet has been transmitted.

After this the slave enters the CONNECTION state using the parameters

received in the FHS packet.

11.3.3.2 Master response

The paging unit enters master response substate upon receiving a slave

response. Clearty, also the master must freeze its estimated slave clock to the

value that triggered a response from the paged unit. It is equivalent to using the

values of the clock estimate when receiving the slave response (since only

CLKE, will differ from the corresponding page transmission). Thus. the values

are frozen when the slave ID packet is received. In addition to the used clock

bits, also the current value of 1;”.-,._,.t,, must be frozen. The master will adjust its X-

input in the same way the paged unit does, i.e., by incrementing this value by
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one for each time CLKE, is set to zero. The first increment shall be done before

sending the FHS packet to the paged unit. Let N be a counter starting at one.

The rules for forming the X-inputs become

79)
Xprm‘ = {CLKE*,6 .3 I ii'qm.(,',’i: I

lg _13] Infld 1 ITlUd 32,

Xprm‘3'"” = [CLKE°*'-15_ ,3 I 8 I cLKE==~'4_,_,. I N] mod 16, (1508)

for the 79-hop and 23-hop systems, respectiveiy. The vaiue of N is increased

each time CLKE, is set to zero. which corresponds to the start of a master TX
slot.

11.3.4 Inquiry substate

The )(-input of the inquiry substate is quite similar to what is used in the page

substate. Since no particular unit is addressed, the native clock CLKN of the

inquirer is used. Moreover, which of the two train offsets to start with is of no

real concern in this state. Consequently,

.{ 79)

X.‘ = ICLKNW _ I3 4- komel, + (CLKN4 _ 10- CLKN“; 13} mod I6] mod 32, (EQ 9)

where Itw,.,,, is defined by {EC} 3}. The initial choice of the offset is arbitrary. For

the 23-min system,

XI””’ = [crL1<N,,_,, I 8 I (‘LKN4_3_,,] mod I6, (5010)

The GIAC LAP and the four LSBs of the DC} (as .43., _ 3,, ) are used as address

input for the hopping sequence generator.

11.3.5 Inquiry response

The inquiry response substate is similar to the slave response with respect

to the X-input. Thus, 5} and holds. However, the counter N is

increased not on CLKN, basis, but rather after each FHS packet has been

transmitted in response to the inquiry.

The GIAC LAP and the four LSBs of the DCI (as A3, 3,, ) are used as address

input for the hopping sequence generator. The other input bits to the generator

are the same as in the case of page response.
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11.3.6 Connection state

In CONNECTiON state, the clock bits to use in the channel hopping sequence

generation are always according to the master clock, CLK. The address bits
are taken from the Bluetooth device address of the master.
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12 BLUETOOTH AUDIO

On the Bluetooth air-interface, either a 64 kbis log PCM format (A-law or it-law)

is used. or a 64 kbis CVSD (Continuous Variable Slope Delta Modulation) is

used. The latter format applies an adaptive delta modulation algorithm with syl-

Iabic companding.

The voice coding on the line interface should have a quality equal to or better

than the quality of 64 kbis log PCM.

12.1 on page ‘E38 summarizes the voice coding schemes supported on

the air interface. The appropriate voice coding scheme is selected after negoti-

ations between the Link Managers.

l Voice Codecs
l linear CVSD

A-law

Tabie 12.1: Voice ooding schemes supported on the air interface.

8-bit Eogarithmic
iblaw

12.1 LOG PCM CODEC

Since the voice channels on the air-interface can support a 64 kbis information

stream, a 64 kbis log PCM traffic can be used for transmission. Either A-law or

it-law compression can be applied. In the event that the line interface uses A-

law and the air interface uses it-law or vice versa, a conversion from A-law to

LL-law is performed. The compression method follows ITU-T recommendations
G. 711.

12.2 CVSD CODEC

A more robust format for voice over the air interface is a delta modulation. This

modulation scheme follows the waveform where the output bits indicate

whether the prediction value is smaller or larger then the input waveform. To

reduce slope overload effects, syllabic companding is applied: the step size is

adapted according to the average signal slope. The input to the CVSD encoder

is 64 ksamplesis linear PCM. Block diagrams of the CVSD encoder and CVSD

decoder are shown in 12.? on page Mt}, Figure t2.2 on page 1420 and

§:§QL§!'&‘:' 12.3 on page ‘£48. The system is clocked at 64 kHz.
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I

ccumulator Step size
~ . control

Figure 12.1: Biock diagram of Ci/SD encoder with syiiabic companding.

control 5””

Figure 12.2: Biock diagram of CVSD decoder with syiiabic companding.

Figure 12.3: Accumuiator procedure

Let sgn(.1') = I for x2 0, otherwise sgn(x} = I . On air these numbers are repre-

sented by the sign bit; i.e. negative numbers are mapped on "1" and positive

numbers are mapped on "0". Denote the CVSD encoder output bit h(}(), the

accumulator contents _1-’[k), and the step size EM). Furthermore. let h be the

decay factor for the accumulator, let [3 denote the decay factor for the step size,

and, let on be the syllabic companding parameter. The latter parameter monitors

the slope by considering the K most recent output bits

Let

frtk) = h.:---( ). (HQ In

Then, the CVSD encoder internal state is updated according to the following

set of equations:

:'':(i'() = 5g11{.v(k}--J"r(k— 1}}, (E012)
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iI‘J bits in the last K output bits are equal,

otherwise,
(IEQ I3)

1nin{ } 6!:-tit!‘ 8:1-m.r } ‘

50?} =
max{ [35(»’( — I), 5”,,-”},

min {,i=(:’«). }. im 2 0.

WI} =
max gm), y iii} < 0.min :"|

iii} = Eric — I) u h{ir)8(k). (1-IQ I6)

In these equations, 5mm and Smax are the minimum and maximum step sizes.

and, y,,,,-,, and ymax are the accumu|ator‘s negative and positive saturation val-

ues. respectiveiy.

For a 64 kbis CVSD. the parameters as shown in ‘iabie must be used.

The numbers are based on a 16 bit signed number output from the accumula-

tor. These values result in a time constant of 0.5 ms for the accumulator decay,

and a time constant of 16 ms for the step size decay

Parameter Value

(1

..__'_1024-

4

4

10min

nm 1280

ymm _215 or .315, I

J/max 215 -1

Table 12.2: (31/81) parameter vaiues. The vaiues are based on a 16 bit‘ signed number output
from the accumuiator.
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12.3 ERROR HANDLING

In the DV and HV3 packet, the voice is not protected by FEC. The quality of the

voice in an error-prone environment then depends on the robustness of the

voice coding scheme. CVSD, in particular, is rather insensitive to random bit

errors, which are experienced as white background noise. However, when a

packet is rejected because either the channel access code or the HEC test was

unsuccessful, measures have to be taken to "fill" in the lost speech segment.

The voice payload in the HV2 packet is protected by a 2'3 rate FEC. if errors

occur which cannot be corrected, these should be ignored. That is, from the

15-bit FEC segment with uncorrected errors, the 10-bit information part as

found before the FEC decoder should be used. The HV1 packet is protected by

a 3-repeat FEC. In the majority detection scheme uncorrected errors cannot
occur.

12.4 GENERAL AUDIO REQUIREMENTS

These specifications are tentative and will be fixed within 18 months after the

release of the Bluetooth Specification version 1.0 Draft Foundation.

12.4.1 Signat levels

For A-law and p-law log-PCM encoded signals the requirements on signal lev-
els follows ITU-T (3.711.

Full swing at the 16 bit linear PCM interface to the CVSD encoder is defined to

be 3 dBm0. A digital CVSD encoded test signal is provided in a Test Signal file

available on the website. This signal is generated by a software implementa-

tion of a reference CVSD encoder. The digital encoder input signal (1020 Hz,

sine-wave) generating the test signal has a nominal power of -15 dBm0. When

the CVSD encoded test signal is fed through the CVSD receiver chain, the

nominal output power should be -15 i 1.0 dBm0.

12.4.2 CVSD audio quality

For Bluetooth audio quality the requirements are put on the transmitter side.

The 64 ksamplesfs linear PCM input signal must have negligible spectral

power density above 4 kHz. A set of reference input signals are encoded by the

transmitter and sent through a reference decoder (available on the wetzsite).

The power spectral density in the 4-32 kt-lz band of the decoded signal at the

64 ksampleis linear PCM output, should be more than 20 dB below the maxi-

mum in the 0-4 kHz range.
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13 BLUETOOTH ADDRESSING

13.1 BLUETOOTH DEVICE ADDRESS (BD_ADDR)

Each Bluetooth transceiver is allocated a unique 48-bit Bluetooth device

address (BD_ADDR). This address is derived from the |EEE802 standard. This
48-bit address is divided into three fields:

- LAP field: lower address part consisting of 24 bits

- UAP field: upper address part consisting of 8 bits

- NAP field: non-significant address part consisting of 16 bits

The LAP and UAP form the significant part of the BD_ADDR. The total address

space obtained is 232.

24

LAP

Figure 13.1‘: Format of BDMADDR

13.2 ACCESS CODES

in the Bluetooth system. 72-bit and 68-bit access codes are used for signalling

purposes. Three different access codes are defined, see also Section 4.2.1 on

page 638:

- device access code (DAC)

- channel access code (CAC)

- inquiry access code (IAC)

There is one general IAC (GIAC) for general inquiry operations and there are

83 dedicated |ACs (DlACs) for dedicated inquiry operations. All codes are

derived from a LAP of the BD_ADDR. The device access code is used during

page, page scan and page response substates. It is a code derived from the

unit’s BD_ADDR. The channel access code characterizes the channel of the

piconet and forms the preamble of all packets exchanged on the channel. The

channel access code is derived from the LAP of the master BD_ADDR. Finally,

the inquiry access code is used in inquiry operations. A general inquiry access

code is common to all Bluetooth units; a set of dedicated inquiry access codes

is used to inquire for classes of devices.

The access code is also used to indicate to the receiver the arrival of a packet.

it is used for timing synchronization and offset compensation. The receiver cor-

relates against the entire sync word in the access code, providing a very robust

signalling. During channel setup, the code itself is used as an ID packet to sup-
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port the acquisition process. In addition, it is used during random access proce-
dures in the PARK state.

The access code consists of preamble, sync word and a trailer, see Section $.33

en page The next two sections describe the generation of the sync word.

13.2.1 Synchronization word definition

The sync words are based on a (6-4,30) expurgated block code with an overlay

(bit-wise XOR) of an 64 bit full length PN-sequence. The expurgated code

guarantees large Hamming distance (d,,,,.,, = I4 ) between sync words based on

different addresses. The PN sequence improves the autocorrefation properties

of the access code. The following steps describe how to generate the sync
word:

1. Generate information sequence;

2. XOR this with the "information covering" part of the PN overlay
sequence;

3. Generate the codeword;

4. XOR the codeword with all 64 hits of the PN overlay sequence;

The information sequence is generated by appending 6 bits to the 24 bit LAP

(step 1). The appended bits are 001101 if the IVISB of the LAP equals 0. If the

MSB of the LAP is 1 the appended bits are I 10010 . The LAP IVISB together with

the appended bits constitute a length-seven Barker sequence. The purpose of

including a Barker sequence is to further improve the autocorretation proper-

ties. In step 2 the information is pre-scrambled by XORing it with the bits

p_.,4...p,53 of the pseudo-random noise (PN) sequence (defined in secticn 'i3.2.:?

en me). After generating the codeword (step 3). the complete PN

sequence is XORed to the codeword (step 4). This step de-scrambles the infor-

mation part of the codeword. At the same time the parity bits of the codeword

are scrambled. Consequently, the original LAP and Barker sequence are

ensured a role as a part of the access code sync word, and the cyclic proper-

ties of the underlying code is removed. The principle is depicted in flgiire 13.2

cn page 145

In the sequel, binary sequences will be denoted by their corresponding D-

transform (in which Di represents a delay of itime units). Let

p'(D) = p}, +p‘,D + + p'63D53 be the 63 bit pseudo-random sequence, where

p‘,, is the first bit (LSB) leaving the PRNG (see Figure ‘E33 on page ME"), and,

p‘,,,3 is the last bit (MSB). To obtain 64 bits, an extra zero is appended at the end

of this sequence (thus, p'{D} is unchanged). For notational convenience, the

reciprocal of this extended polynomial, p(D) = D6-3pII/D), will be used in the

sequel. This is the sequence pm) in reverse order. We denote the 24 bit lower
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§?4"'i'3" Data to encode

Codeword

Figure 13.2.’ Construction of the sync word.

The (64,30) block code generator polynomial is denoted g(.D) = (1 t D)gt(D},

where gm) is the generator polynomial 157464165547 (octal notation) of a

primitive binary (63,30) BCH code. Thus, in octal notation we have

g(D} = 260534236651. [HQ I7)

the leftmost bit corresponds to the high-order (5,134) coefficient.The DC-free

four bit sequences 0101 and 1010 can be written

F40) = D t D3,

me) = 1 :93,

respectively. Furthermore, we define
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3.,(o) = .01 + D3 + D5,

(EQ 19}

3.(D) = I in s .04.

which are used to create the length seven Barker sequences. Then, the access

code is generated by the following procedure:

1. Format the 30 information bits to encode:

X0?) = 0(0) l D343!/,H(D).

Add the information covering part of the PN overlay sequence:

.{'(D) = .\'(D) |p3_, 1 p350 I 1.063039.

Generate parity bits of the (64,230) expurgated block code:‘

5(1)) = D-“‘*.{'(D) mod g(D).

Create the codeword:

.210) = 1)-343-(D) + 5(0).

Add the PN sequence:

.\-(D) = .2~(D} + p(D).

Append the (DC-free) preamble and trailer:

_'i'(D) = F‘_O(D) 4 D45-(D) 4 D53Fu23{D).

13.2.2 Pseudo-random noise sequence generation

To generate the pseudo-random noise sequence we use the primitive polyno-

mial h(D) = 1 i D I D3 I D4 4 D5. The LFSR and its starting state are shown in

Figure ‘$3.3 on page EM. The PN sequence generated (including the extra ter-

minating zero) becomes (hexadecimal notation) 83 84 8D96BBCC54 FC. The

LFSR output starts with the left-most bit of this PN sequence. This corresponds

to pm) of the previous section. Thus, using the reciprocal pm) as overlay

gives the 64 bit sequence

[J = 3F2A33DD69Bl2lC‘l, (130 20}

1. x(D) mod J/(D) denotes the rest when x(D} is divided by y(D).
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where the left-most bit is p” = (1 (there are two initial zeros in the binary repre-

sentation of the hexadecimal digit 3), and p63 = 1 is the rightmost bit.

IIEI

Figure 13.3: LFSR and the starting state to generate p’{D}

13.2.3 Reserved addresses for GIAC and DIAC

There is a block of 64 contiguous LAPs reserved for Bluetooth inquiry opera-

tions; one LAP common to all Bluetooth devices is reserved for general inquiry,

the remaining 63 LAPs are reserved for dedicated inquiry of specific classes of

Bluetooth devices. The same 64-block is used regardless of the contents of

UAP and MAP. Consequently, none of these LAPs can be part of a user

BD_ADDR.

When initializing HEC and CRC for the FHS packet of inquiry response, the

UAP is replaced by DCI. Likewise, whenever one of the reserved BD_ADDRs

is used for generating a frequency hop sequence, the UAP will be replaced by
the DCI.

The reserved LAP addresses are tentativeiy chosen as 0x9E8B0 0 - 0x9E8B3E

The general‘ inquiry LAP is tentatively chosen to OX9E8B33. Ali addresses

have the LSB at the rightmost position, hexadecimai notation.

13.3 ACTIVE MEMBER ADDRESS (AM_ADDR)

Each slave active in a piconet is assigned a 3-bit active member address

(AM_ADDR). The all-zero AM_ADDR is reserved for broadcast messages. The

master does not have an AM_ADDR. Its timing relative to the slaves distin-

guishes it from the slaves. A slave only accepts a packet with a matching

AM_ADDR and broadcast packets. The AM_ADDR is carried in the packet

header. The AM_ADDR is only valid as long as a slave is active on the chan-

nel. As soon as it is disconnected or parked, it loses the AM_ADDR.

The Alv1_ADDR is assigned by the master to the slave when the slave is acti-
vated. This is either at connection establishment or when the slave is

unparked. At connection establishment, the AM_ADDR is carried in the FHS

payload (the FHS header itself carries the a|l—zero AM_ADDR). When unpark-

ing, the AM_ADDR is carried in the unpark message.
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13.4 PARKED MEMBER ADDRESS (PM_ADDR)

A slave in park mode can be identified by its BD_ADDR or by a dedicated

parked member address (PM_ADDR). This latter address is a 8-bit member

address that separates the parked slaves. The PM_ADDR is only valid as long

as the slave is parked. When the stave is activated it is assigned an AM_ADDR

but loses the PM_ADDR. The PM_ADDR is assigned to the slave the moment

it is parked.

The all-zero PM_ADDR is reserved for parked slaves that only use their

BD_ADDR to be unparked.

13.5 ACCESS REQUEST ADDRESS (AR__ADDR)

The access request address is used by the parked slave to determine the
slave-to-master half slot in the access window it is allowed to send access

request messages in, see also Section 19.8.4.6 on 'l2L';=. The AR_ADDR

is assigned to the slave when it enters the park mode and is only valid as long

as the slave is parked. The AR_ADDR is not necessarily unique; i.e. different

parked slaves may have the same AR_ADDR.
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14 BLUETOOTH SECURITY

The Bluetooth technology provides peer-to-peer communications over short

distances. In order to provide usage protection and information confidentiality,

the system has to provide security measures both at the application layer and

the link layer. These measures shall be appropriate for a peer environment.

This means that in each Bluetooth unit, the authentication and encryption rou-

tines are implemented in the same way. Four different entities are used for

maintaining security at the link layer: a public address which is unique for each

useri, two secret keys, and a random number which is different for each new
transaction. The four entities and their sizes as used in Bluetooth are summa-

rized in “iabie ‘M-.’§'.

Entity

BD_ADDR 48 bits

Private user key, authentication 128 bits

Private user key. encryption 8-128 bits

configurable length (byte-wise)

RAND ‘I28 bits

Table 14.1: Entities used in authentication and encryption procedures.

The Bluetooth device address (BD_ADDR) is the 48-bit IEEE address which is

unique for each Bluetooth unit. The Bluetooth addresses are publicly known,

and can be obtained via MMI interactions, or, automatically, via an inquiry rou-

tine by a Bluetooth unit.

The secret keys are derived during initialization and are further never dis-

closed. Normally, the encryption key is derived from the authentication key dur-

ing the authentication process. For the authentication algorithm, the size of the

key used is always 128 bits. For the encryption algorithm, the key size may

vary between 1 and 16 octets (8 ~ 128 bits). The size of the encryption key shall

be configurable for two reasons. The first has to do with the many different

requirements imposed on cryptographic algorithms in different countries — both

w. r.t. export regulations and official attitudes towards privacy in general. The

second reason is to facilitate a future upgrade path for the security without the

need of a costly redesign of the algorithms and encryption hardware; increas-

ing the effective key size is the simplest way to combat increased computing

power at the opponent side. Currentiy (1999) it seems that an encryption key

size of 64 bits gives satisfying protection for most appiications.

The encryption key is entirely different from the authentication key (even

though the tatter is used when creating the former, as is described in Section

14.5.4? on page ‘a?"?’). Each time encryption is activated, a new encryption key

1. The BD_ADDR is not a secured identity.
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ily correspond to the lifetime of the authentication key.
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It is anticipated that the authentication key wilt be more static in its nature than

the encryption key — once established, the particular application running on the

Bluetooth device decides when, or if, to change it. To underline the fundamen-

tal importance of the authentication key to a specific Bluetooth link, it will often

be referred to as the link key.

The RAND is a random number which can be derived from a random or

pseudo-random process in the Bluetooth unit. This is not a static parameter, it

will change frequently.

In the remainder of this chapter, the terms user and application will be used

interchangeably to designate the entity that is at the originating or receiving
side.

14.1 RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION

Each Bluetooth unit has a random number generator. Random numbers are

used for many purposes within the security functions — for instance, for the

challenge-response scheme, for generating authentication and encryption

keys, etc. Ideally, a true random generator based on some physical process

with inherent randomness is used. Examples of such processes are thermal

noise from a semiconductor or resistor and the frequency instability of a free

running oscillator. For practical reasons, a software based solution with a

pseudo-random generator is probably preferable. In general, it is quite difficult

to classify the randomness of a pseudo-random sequence. Within Bluetooth,

the requirements placed on the random numbers used are that they be non-

repeating and randomly generated.

The expression ‘non-repeating’ means that it shall be highly unlikely that the

value should repeat itseif within the lifetime of the authentication key. For

example, a non-repeating value could be the output of a counter that is unlikely

to repeat during the lifetime of the authentication key, or a dateftime stamp.

The expression ‘randomly generated‘ means that it shall not be possible to pre-

dict its value with a chance that is significantly larger than 0 (e.g., greater than

I/2*‘- for a key length of L bits).

Clearly, the LM can use such a generator for various purposes; i.e. whenever a

random number is needed (such as the RAN Ds, the unit keys, Km, Kmaster,

and random back-off or waiting intervals).

14.2 KEY MANAGEMENT

It is important that the encryption key size within a specific unit cannot be set

by the user— this must be a factory preset entity. In order to prevent the user
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from over-riding the permitted key size, the Bluetooth baseband processing

does not accept an encryption key given from higher software layers. When-

ever a new encryption key is required, it must be created as defined in Ssecticn

t-1.5.4 on page 1? .

Changing a link key should also be done through the defined baseband proce-

dures. Depending on what kind of link key it is, different approaches are

required. The details are found in Secticn ‘izi.2.2.'.? en ‘E53’.

14.2.1 Key types

The link key is a 128-bit random number which is shared between two or more

parties and is the base for all security transactions between these parties. The

link key itself is used in the authentication routine. Moreover, the link key is

used as one of the parameters when the encryption key is derived.

In the following, a session is defined as the time interval for which the unit is a

member of a particular piconet. Thus, the session terminates when the unit dis-

connects from the piconet.

The link keys are either semi-permanent or temporary. A semi-permanent link

key is stored in non-volatile memory and may be used after the current session

is terminated. Consequently, once a semi-permanent link key is defined, it may

be used in the authentication of several subsequent connections between the

Bluetooth units sharing it. The designation semi-permanent is justified by the

possibility to change it. How to do this is described in Section 14.2.2.3’ on page
15;’.

The iifetime of a temporary link key is limited by the lifetime of the current ses-

sion — it cannot be reused in a later session. Typically, in a point-to-multipoint

configuration where the same information is to be distributed securely to sev-

eral recipients, a common encryption key is useful. To achieve this, a special

link key (denoted master key) can temporarily replace the current link keys.

The details of this procedure are found in Sec-.ticn ici.2.2.€5 cm 15?‘.

In the sequel we sometimes refer to what is denoted as the current link key.

This is simply the link key in use at the current moment. It can be semi-

permanent or temporary. Thus, the current link key is used for all authentica-

tions and all generation of encryption keys in the on-going connection (ses-

sion).

In order to accommodate for different types of applications, four types of link

keys have been defined:

- the combination key KAB

- the unit key KA

- the temporary key Kmaster

- the initialization key Kin“
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In addition to these keys there is an encryption key, denoted Kc. This key is

derived from the current link key. Whenever the encryption is activated by a LM

command. the encryption key shall be changed automatically. The purpose of

separating the authentication key and encryption key is to facilitate the use of a

shorter encryption key without weakening the strength of the authentication

procedure. There are no governmental restrictions on the strength of authenti-

cation algorithms. However, in some countries, such restrictions exist on the

strength of encryption algorithms.

For a Bluetooth unit, the combination key KAB and the unit key KA are function-

ally indistinguishable; the difference is in the way they are generated. The unit

key KA is generated in, and therefore dependent on, a single unit A. The unit

key is generated once at installation of the Bluetooth unit; thereafter, it is very

rarely changed. The combination key is derived from information in both units A

and B, and is therefore always dependent on two units. The combination key is
derived for each new combination of two Bluetooth units.

It depends on the application or the device whether a unit key or a combination

key is used. Bluetooth units which have little memory to store keys, or, when

installed in equipment that must be accessible to a large group of users, will

preferably use their own unit key. In that case, they only have to store a single

key. Applications that require a higher security level preferably use the combi-

nation keys. These applications will require more memory since a combination

key for each link to a different Bluetooth unit has to be stored.

The master key, Kmaster, is a link key only used during the current session. It

will replace the original link key only temporarily. For example, this may be uti-
lized when a master wants to reach more than two Bluetooth units simulta-

neously using the same encryption key, see Sestiicrr ‘:4..i3.2.?3 ch 15?.

The initialization key, Kin“, is used as link key during the initialization process

when no combination or unit keys have been defined and exchanged yet or

when a link key has been lost. The initialization key protects the transfer of ini-

tialization parameters. The key is derived from a random number, an L-octet

PIN code. and the BD_ADDR of the claimant unit. This key is only to be used

during initialization.

The PIN can be a fixed number provided with the Bluetooth unit (for example

when there is no MMI as in a PSTN plug). Alternatively, the PIN can be

selected arbitrarily by the user, and then entered in both units that have to be

matched. The latter procedure is used when both units have an MMI, for exam-

ple a phone and a iaptop. Entering a PIN in both units is more secure than

using a fixed PIN in one of the units, and should be used whenever possible.

Even if a fixed PIN is used, it shall be possible to change the PIN; this in order

to prevent re-initialization by users who once got hold of the PIN. If no PIN is
available, a default value of zero is to be used.

For many applications the PIN code will be a relatively short string of numbers.

Typically, it may consist of only four decimal digits. Even though this gives suffi-
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cient security in many cases, there exist countless other, more sensitive, situa-

tions where this is not reliable enough. Therefore, the PIN code can be chosen

to be any length from 1 to 16 octets. For the longer lengths, we envision the

units exchanging PIN codes not through mechanical (i.e. human) interaction,

but rather through means supported by software at the application layer. For

example, this can be a Diffie-Hellman key agreement, where the exchanged

key is passed on to the Km, generation process in both units, just as in the
case of a shorter PIN code.

14.2.2 Key generation and initialization

The link keys have to be generated and distributed among the Bluetooth units

in order to be used in the authentication procedure. Since the link keys must be

secret. they cannot be obtained through an inquiry routine in the same way as

the Bluetooth addresses. The exchange of the keys takes place during an ini-

tialization phase which has to be carried out separately for each two units that

want to implement authentication and encryption. All initialization procedures

consist of the following five parts:

- generation of an initialization key

- authentication

- generation of link key

- link key exchange

- generating of encryption key in each unit

After the initialization procedure, the units can proceed to communicate, or the

link can be disconnected. If encryption is implemented, the E0 algorithm is used

with the proper encryption key derived from the current link key. For any new

connection established between units A and B, they will use the common link

key for authentication, instead of once more deriving Km from the PIN. A new

encryption key derived from that particular link key will be created next time

encryption is activated.

it no link key is available, the LM shall automatically start an initialization proce-
dure.

14.2.2.1 ener tion ofinitiaiiz tion ire KM,

A link key used temporarily during initialization is derived — the initialization key

K,.,,,.,. This key is derived by the E33 algorithm from the BD_ADDR of the claim-

ant unit, a PIN code, the length of the PIN (in octets}, and a random number

lN__RANDA issued (and created) by verifier. The principle is depicted in Figure

14.15 on page 1'.«"‘?. The 128-bit output from E3: will be used for key exchange

during the generation of a link key. It is also used for authentication when two
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units have no record of a previous link key. When the units have performed the

link key exchange, the initialization key shall be discarded.

When the initialization key is generated, the PIN is augmented with the

BD_ADDR of the claimant unit. Since the maximum length of the PIN used in

the algorithm cannot exceed 16 octets, it is possible that not all octets of

BD_ADDR will be used. This procedure ensures that K. depends on the

identity of the unit trying to connect to it (at least when short PIN codes are

used). Afraudulent Bluetooth unit may try to test a large number of PINS by

each time claiming another BD_ADDR. It is the application's responsibility to

take countermeasures against this threat. If the device address is kept fixed,

the waiting interval until next try is permitted is increased exponentially (see

Section 'tzt.z§.1 on page t?'{}).

The details of the E23 algorithm can be found in Setttiasn “E-4.5.3 on page ‘J55.

14.2.2.2 Authentication

The authentication procedure is carried out as described in Section ‘$4.4 on

page “€68. If the two units have not been in Contact before, the initialization key

Kin“ is used as link key. Note that during each authentication, a new

AU_RAN DA is issued.

Mutual authentication is achieved by first performing the authentication proce-

dure in one direction and, if successful, immediately fotlowed by performing the

authentication procedure in the opposite direction.

As a side effect of a successful authentication procedure an auxiliary parame-

ter. the Authenticated Ciphering Offset (ACO), will be computed. The ACO is

used for ciphering key generation as described in S:'e::.tinn 12%-.2.’..2?.ES on pa:
358. In case of mutual authentication, the ACO value from the second authen-

tication is retained. However, in some situations an authentication event may

be initiated simultaneously in both devices. When this happens, there is no way

of telling which is the first and which is the second event. Then. both units shall

use the ACO resulting from the challenge generated in the master unit.

The claimantfverifier status is determined by the LM.

14.2.2.3 Generation ofa unit key

A unit key K__, is generated when the Bluetooth unit is for the first time in opera-

tion; i.e. not during each initialization! The unit key is generated by the E2,

algorithm as described in Section t<t.5.3 on page ET-‘:3. Once created, the unit

key is stored in non-volatile memory and (almost) never changed. If after initial-

ization the unit key is changed, the previously initialized units will possess a

wrong link key. At initialization, the application has to determine which of the
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two parties will provide the unit key as link key. Typically, this will be the unit

with restricted memory capabilities, since this unit only has to remember its

own unit key. The unit key is transferred to the other party and then stored as

link key for that particular party. So, for example in Figure 14.1 on page 155,

the unit key of unit A, K__,, is being used as link key for the connection A-B; unit

A sends the unit key K/1' to unit B; unit B will store K,, as the link key X“. For

another initialization, for example with unit C, unit A will reuse its unit key K,_,,

whereas unit C stores it as Km.

Figure 14.1: Generation ofunit key: When the unitkey has been exchanged, the initialization key
shaii be discarded in both units.

14.2. 2.4 Generation ofa combination key

if it is desired to use a combination key, this key is first generated during the ini-

tialization procedure. The oombination key is the combination of two numbers

generated in unit A and B, respectively. First, each unit generates a random

number, say LK_RANDA and LK_RANDB. Then, utilizing £2, with the random

number and the own BD_ADDR, the two random numbers

LK_K‘_1 = E3] (l.K_RA NDA. BD_A DDRA}, (HQ 2])

LK KB — E31(.-LK RANDB, so ADDR3}. (no 22)

are created in unit A and unit B, respectively. These numbers constitute the

units‘ contribution to the combination key that is to be created. Then, the two

random numbers LKHRAN DA and LK#RAN D3 are exchanged securely by

XOR:ing with the current link key, say K. Thus, unit A sends K 69 LK___RA N13,, to

unit B, while unit B sends K69 LK_ RAND3 to unit A. Clearly, if this is done dur-

ing the initialization phase the link key K = K
r'nr'.f‘

When the random numbers LK_R.4ND1_, and LK_RAND5. have been mutually

exchanged, each unit recalculates the other units contribution to the combina-

iion key. This is possible since each unit knows the Bluetooth device address

of the other unit. Thus, unit A calculates {E32}. 22) and unit B calculates {EC} 2‘. }.
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After this, both units combine the two numbers to generate the 128-bit link key.

The combining operation is a simple bitwise modulo-2 addition (i.e. XOR). The

result is stored in unit A as the link key K__,,, and in unit B as the link key K3/,.

When both units have derived the new combination key, a mutual authentica-

tion procedure shall be initiated to confirm the success of the transaction. The

old link key shall be discarded after a successful exchange of a new combina-

tion key. The message flow between master and stave and the principle for cre-

ating the combination key is depicted in Figure '14.: on page 756.

Baseband Specification

Unit A Unit B

r.K_rc__, - i?1,¢i.rc_R.i_«vo‘_,.3.0_.-inbred)

L-__, — i.K_R.4NDA®K

r.r<_r<,, - i:3,ir.rc_ieA.vo,,. 3rJ_.4ooR,,)

ca — r.K_R.«iNrJ_.,eK

r. K_R.<1 ND 3 — (:3 e K

r.1c_:<,, = E11(i.i\’_R.r1.-‘VDB.BD_.-'iDDRB)

QB — uc_rt-j_, e LK_KB

i.K_R,riNi')A — gait‘

r_K_rc__, = i32](i'.iC_R.»ii\-’I)_y.BD_.riDi')R‘A}

Ks.-1 ‘ *'-K.K.-1 @LK_K3 ‘ K/13

Figure 14.2: Generating a combination key. The oid iink key (K) shaii be discarded after the
exchange ofa new combination key has succeeded

14.2.2.5 Generating the encryption key

The encryption key, K,_,., is derived by algorithm E3 from the current link key, a

96-bit Ciphering 0Ffset number (COF), and a 128-bit random number. The

COF is determined in one of two ways. if the current link key is a master key,

then COF is derived from the master BD_ADDR. Otherwise the value of COF

is set to the value of ACO as computed during the authentication procedure.

More precisely, we have1

(150 23)COF = { BD_/\DDR u BD_ADDR. iflink key is a master keyACO, otltcrwisc.

There is an expiicit call of E3 when the LM activates encryption. Consequently,

the encryption key is automatically changed each time the unit enters the

1. .|'*-..J_'|.‘ denotes the concatenation of the octet strings .I' and _1‘.
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encryption mode. The details of the key generating function E3 can be found in

Section ict.i'3.4 on peg:-3

14.2.2.6 Point-to-muiiigoint configuration

It is quite possible for the master to use separate encryption keys for each

slave in a point»to-multipoint configuration with ciphering activated. Then, if the

application requires more than one slave to listen to the same payload, each

slave must be addressed individually. This may cause unwanted capacity loss

for the piconet. Moreover, a Bluetooth unit (slave) is not capable of switching

between two or more encryption keys in real time (e.g., after looking at the

AM_ADDR in the header). Thus. the master cannot use different encryption

keys for broadcast messages and individually addressed traffic. Alternatively,

the master may tell several slave units to use a common link key (and, hence,

indirectly aiso to use a common encryption key) and broadcast the information

encrypted. For many applications, this key is only of temporary interest. In the

sequel, this key is denoted Km,{,,..

The transfer of necessary parameters is protected by the routine described in

:‘:tection ‘i-61.2.25} on ‘:58. After the confirmation of successful reception in

each slave, the master shall issue a command to the slaves to replace their

respective current link key by the new (temporary) master key. Before encryp-

tion can be activated, the master also has to generate and distribute a common

EN_RAND to all participating slaves. Using this random number and the newly

derived master key, each slave generates a new encryption key.

Note that the master must negotiate what encryption key length to use individu-

ally with each slave who wants to use the master key. Since the master has

already negotiated at least once with each slave, it has some knowledge of

what sizes can be accepted by the different slaves. Clearly, there might be situ-

ations where the permitted key lengths of some units are incompatible. In that

case, the master must have the limiting unit excluded from the group.

When all slaves have received the necessary data, the master can communi-

cate information on the piconet securely using the encryption key derived from

the new temporary link key. Clearly, each slave in possession of the master key

can eavesdrop on all encrypted traffic, not oniy the traffic intended for itself. If

so desired, the master can tell all participants to fall back to their old link keys

simultaneously.

14.2.2.7 Modifying the fink kegs

In certain circumstances, it is desirable to be able to modify the link keys. A link

key based on a unit key can be changed, but not very easily. The unit key is

created once during the first use. Changing the unit key is a less desirable

alternative, as several units may share the same unit key as link key (think of a

printer whose unit key is distributed among all users using the printer's unit key
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as link key). Changing the unit key will require re-initialization of all units trying

to connect. In certain cases, this might be desirabie; for example to deny

access to previously allowed units.

If the key change concerns combination keys, then the procedure is rather

straightfonivard. The change procedure can be identical to the procedure illus-

trated in iiigjure 14.2 on page 1553. using the current value of the combination

key as link key. This procedure can be carried out at any time after the authen-

tication and encryption start. In fact, since the combination key corresponds to

a single link, it can be modified each time this link is established. This will

improve the security of the system since then old keys lose their validity after
each session.

Of course. starting up an entirely new initialization procedure is also a possibil-

ity. In that case, user interaction is necessary since a PIN is required in the

authentication and encryption procedures.

14.2.2. 8 Generating a master key

The key-change routines described so far are semi-permanent. To create the

master iink key, which can replace the current link key during an initiated ses-

sion (see Section ‘§ci~.2.2.i’3), other means are needed. First, the master creates

a new link key from two 128-bit random numbers. RAND1 and RAND2. This is

done by

_. = E22{R:‘\ND1,R.='\ND2, 16). (E0 24}

Clearly. this key is a 128-bit random number. The reason to use the output of

E33 and not directly chose a random number as the key, is to avoid possible

problems with degraded randomness due to a poor implementation of the ran-

dom number generator within the Bluetooth unit.

Then, a third random number, say RAND, is transmitted to the slave. Using £33

with the current link key and RAND as inputs, both the master and slave com-

putes a 128-bit overlay. The master sends the bitwise XOR of the overlay and

the new link key to the slave. The slave, who knows the overlay, recalculates

K,M_,.,,,,.. To confirm the success of this transaction, the units can perform an

authentication procedure using the new link key (with the master as verifier and

the slave as claimant). This procedure is then repeated for each slave who

shall receive the new link key. The ACO values from the involved authentica-

tions should not replace the current existing ACO as this ACO is needed to

(re)compute a ciphering key when the master wants to fall back to the previous

link (non-temporary) key.

When so required — and potentially long after the actual distribution of the mas-

ter key — the master activates encryption by an LM command. Before doing

that, the master must ensure that all slaves receive the same random number,
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say EN_RAND, since the encryption key is derived through the means of E3

individually in all participating units. Then, each slave computes a new encryp-

tion key,

Kt = E3(K EN_[{AND.(.‘0F), (E0 25)
r?m‘.~'i'(.’J"‘

where the value of COF is derived from the master's BD_ADDR as specified by

equation {f:”:C}_ 23}. The details on the encryption key generating function can be

found in S3ect:'on 14.5.4 $77. The principle of the message flow

between the master and slave when generating the master key is depicted in

:'5-‘figure 14.3. Note that in this case the ACO produced during the authentication

is not used when computing the ciphering key.

Master

K — F.‘33iRi\ND1.Ri\ND2. 1m
.rmr.\‘n'i'

OH. = i:‘32(K. RAND. 16} OH, — i":'21(K. RAND. 16}
C —' OH. 9 KmI!.\'IPI'

Authentication

Figure 14.3: Masteriink key distribution and computation ofthe corresponding encryption key.

14.3 ENCRYPTION

User information can be protected by encryption of the packet payload; the

access code and the packet header are never encrypted. The encryption of the

payloads is carried out with a stream cipher called E0 that is re-synchronized

for every payload. The overall principle is shown in Figure "$4.4 on page 169.

The stream cipher system E0 consists of three parts. One part performs the ini-

tialization (generation of the payload key), the second part generates the key

stream bits, and the third part performs the encryption and decryption. The

payload key generator is very simpie — it merely combines the input bits in an

appropriate order and shift them into the four LFSRS used in the key stream

generator. The main part of the cipher system is the second, as it also will be

used for the initialization. The key stream bits are generated by a method

derived from the summation stream cipher generator attributable to Massey

and Rueppel. The method has been thoroughly investigated, and there exist

good estimates of its strength with respect to presently known methods for

cryptanalysis. Although the summation generator has weaknesses that can be
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used in so-called correlation attacks, the high re-synchronization frequency will

disrupt such attacks.

payload key plain text/cipher text

/ Key stream __
generator

cipher text! plain text

payioad key

generator

Figure 14. 4: Stream ciphering for Bluetooth with E5.

14.3.1 Encryption key size negotiation

Each Bluetooth device implementing the baseband specification needs a

parameter defining the maximal allowed key length, L,,,,,_,.. I -3 L < I6 (number

of octets in the key). For each application, a number L,,,,.,, is defined indicating

the smallest acceptable key size for that particular application. Before generat-

ing the encryption key, the involved units must negotiate to decide what key

size to actually use.

The master sends a suggested value, L‘-"“ to the slave. Initially, the suggestedmg =

value is set to Lt“) If L“) < Ll“) and, the slave supports the suggestedmay ' JJHJI _ .§l'Jg ’

length, the slave acknowledges and this value will be the length of the encryp-

tion key for this link. However, if both conditions are not fulfilled, the slave

sends a new proposal, LE5! <LW1 to the master. This value should be the larg-Mtg xirg 1

est among all supported lengths less than the previous master suggestion.

Then, the master performs the corresponding test on the slave suggestion.

This procedure is repeated until a key length agreement is reached, or, one

unit aborts the negotiation. An abortion may be caused by lack of support for

and all smaller key lengths, or if LW -: L in one of the units. In case of
M‘ in

Lxlrg

abortion Bluetooth link encryption can not be employed.

The possibility of a failure in setting up a secure link is an unavoidable conse-

quence of letting the application decide whether to accept or reject a suggested

key size. However, this is a necessary precaution. Otherwise a fraudulent unit

could enforce a weak protection on a link by claiming a small maximum key
size.
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14.3.2 Encryption modes

ifa slave has a semi-permanent link key (ie. a combination key or a unit key),

it can only accept encryption on slots individually addressed to itself (and, of

course, in the reverse direction to the master). in particular, it will assume that

broadcast messages are not encrypted. The possible traffic modes are

described in 14.2. When an entry in the table refers to a link key. it

means that the encryptionidecryption engine uses the encryption key derived

from that link key.

Broadcast traffic Individually addressed traffic

No encryption No encryption

No encryption Encryption. Semi-permanent link key

Tabie 14.2.’ Possibie traffic modes for a slave using a semi-pennanentiink key

if the slave has received a master key, there are three possible combinations

as defined in Tania 34.3 on page tat. in this case, all units in the piconet uses

a common link key, K,,mm,,.. Since the master uses encryption keys derived

from this link key for all secure trafflc on the piconet, it is possible to avoid

ambiguity in the participating slaves on which encryption key to use. Also in

this case the default mode is that broadcast messages are not encrypted. A

specific LM-command is required to activate encryption — both for broadcast

and for individually addressed traffic.

Broadcast traffic Individually addressed traffic

No encryption No encryption

N0 9"C"YPti0" Encryption. K tN(i'Si{’i“

Encryption. K Encryption. KJ‘N|'.'i.§'I£F" ]?J‘05f|’.’l"

Tabie 14.3: Possible encryption modes for a siave in possession ofa master key:

The master can issue an LM-command to the slaves telling them to fall back to

their previous semi-permanent link key. Then, regardless of the previous mode

they were in, they will end up in the first row of “facts 14.2 on page 16?; i.e. no

encryption.

14.3.3 Encryption concept

For the encryption routine. a stream cipher algorithm will be used in which

ciphering bits are bit-wise modulo-2 added to the data stream to be sent over

the air interface. The payload is ciphered after the CRC bits are appended. but.

prior to the FEC encoding.
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Each packet payload is ciphered separately. The cipher algorithm ED uses the

master Bluetooth address, 26 bits of the master realtirne clock (CLK 254) and

the encryption key K(_. as input, see Figs..=n=.= 14.5 on page ‘$52 (where it is

assumed that unit A is the master).

The encryption key KC is derived from the current link key, COF, and a random

number, EN_RAN DA (see Secison 14.5.4 on page t'E"?). The random number is

issued by the master before entering encryption mode. Note that EN_RAN DA

is publicly known since it is transmitted as plain text over the air.

Within the E0 algorithm, the encryption key K(. is modified into another key

denoted K} . The maximum effective size of this key is factory preset and

may be set to any multiple of eight between one and sixteen (8-128 bits). The

procedure for denying the key is described in Section M.3.£':3 on page 155.

The real-time clock is incremented for each slot. The Er, algorithm is re-initia|-

ized at the start of each new packet (i.e. for Master-to-Slave as well as for

Slave-to-Master transmission). By using CLK264 at least one bit is changed

between two transmissions. Thus, a new keystream is generated after each re-

initialization. For packets covering more than a single slot, the Bluetooth clock

as found in the first slot is being used for the entire packet.

The encryption algorithm Eu generates a binary keystream, Kt.,P,,t,,.. which is

modulo-2 added to the data to be encrypted. The cipher is symmetric; decryp-

tion is performed in exactly the same way using the same key as used for

encryption.

UNIT A {master}

EO

K _

| Figure 14.5: Funclionai description of the encryption procedure
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14.3.4 Encryption algorithm

The system uses linear feedback shift registers (LFSRS) whose output is com-

bined by a simple finite state machine (called the summation combiner) with 16

states. The output of this state machine is the key stream sequence, or, during

initialization phase, the randomized initial start value. The algorithm is pre-

sented with an encryption key Kw an 48-bit Bluetooth address, the master

clock bits CLK254, and a 128-bit RAND value. Figure 14.5 on page 163 shows

the setup.

There are four LFSRs (LFSR1,...,LFSR4) of lengths L] = 25, L2 = 31, L3 = 33,

and, L4 = 39, with feedback polynomials as specified in Tania 14.4 on page

164. The total length of the registers is 128. These polynomials are all primi-

tive. The Hamming weight of all the feedback polynomials is chosen to be five

— a reasonable trade-off between reducing the number of required XOR gates

in the hardware realization and obtaining good statistical properties of the gen-

erated sequences.

. . §9.”.‘f'??5‘.°.'! .‘§9.'E‘.“1*5‘."i'.‘:?.9!‘F_ _inan
Eto>
E
2.7:.

E Encryption Stream 2,

Figure 14.6: Concept of the encryption engine.
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feedback f,(r)

:3-‘+:1"+i'3+i"+1

i-‘l+i3*l+r““+i'1+I

r33+i33+:3*+i'l+1

i39+i35+r33+i4+1

Table 14.4: The four primitive feedback poiynomiais.

Let xi denote the it“ symbol of LSFRi. From the four-tuple xi, ...,x;l we derive

the value _v, as

(E0 26}

where the sum is over the integers. Thus y, can take the values 0,1.2,3, or 4.

The output of the summation generator is now given by the following equations

2, = A',1@.r,3®.\',3®.\‘f®c'PE {(1, 1}, (no 27}

5,4 = {s}. 1.55% 1) = ['v‘:c"Je {0, 1,2,3}. (1-.028}

cl, = {c‘,',1,c°_ I} = S“ |®1"1[c',I@T3[c,_]|, (15029):1 ,r.

where T,[.] and T3[.| are two different linear bijections over GF(4). Suppose

GF(4) is generated by the irreducible polynomial x3 -1- .1‘ + I , and let 0: be a zero

of this polynomial in GF(4). The mappings T1 and T2 are now defined as

T]: GF{4) —> GF(4)

.r |—>x

T3: GF(4) —> GF(4)

.r |—>(u l l)x.

We can write the elements of GF(4) as binary vectors. This is summarized in
"table ‘s/-1.5.

Since the mappings are linear. we can realize them using XOR gates; i.e.
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Table 14.5: The mappings T1 and T3.

T13 (xi:-‘firgil i"(—"1sx[})-

T3: (II, In} |—)(.‘ru, I163 Jr“).

14.3.4.1 The ogeration of the cigher

.3-‘figure '34.?‘ page "185 gives an overview of the operation in time. The

encryption algorithm shall run through the initialization phase before the start of

transmitting or receiving a new packet. Thus, for multislot packets the cipher is

initialized using the ciock value of the first slot in the multislot sequence.

Master—> Stave Steve —> Master

mat Encryptz‘DecryptInit Encrypt;’Decrypt

an

clock cycles (time)

Figure 14.17.‘ Overview of the operation ofthe encryption engine. Between each start ofa packet
(TX or RX). the LFSRS are re-initiaiized.

14.3.5 LFSR initialization

The key stream generator needs to be loaded with an initial value for the four

LFSRs (in total 128 bits) and the 4 bits that specify the values of cfland c 1.

The 132 bit initial value is derived from four inputs by using the key stream gen-

erator itself. The input parameters are the key Kr, a 128-bit random number

RAND, a 48-bit Bluetooth address, and the 26 master clock bits CLK254.

The effective length of the encryption key can vary between 8 and 128 bits.

Note that the actual key length as obtained from E3 is 128 bits. Then, within 1:“ ,

the key length is reduced by a moduto operation between KC and a polynomial

of desired degree. After reduction, the result is encoded with a block code in
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